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Explore our history
Fontbonne University and St. Joseph’s Academy invite you  
to join alumni, friends, faculty and staff on a special excursion 
to Lyon and LePuy, France — birth place of the Sisters of  
St. Joseph of Carondelet.
June 14 - 26, 2006
This Heritage Trip celebrates the 170th anniversary  
of the Sisters of St. Joseph arriving in Carondelet, 
Mo. You’ll also have time to explore the culture,  
history and cuisine of Paris and the Italian cities 
of Florence and Rome. The total cost for this 
all-inclusive trip is $4,965 per person. 
For more information, e-mail Sister Barbara 
Dreher, CSJ, Fontbonne chancellor, at  
bdreher@fontbonne.edu, call 314-719-3602  
or go on line at www.fontbonne.edu/heritage.
Please R.S.V.P. by Jan. 31.
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 Northwest Flight 1524, connecting from Minneapolis and 
originating out of Missoula, Mont., was running on time, 
but I was early. I always arrive early to pick up someone at 
the airport. For one, I wouldn’t want a guest who’s traveled 
all day sitting around any longer than necessary. But there’s 
also an ulterior motive. I enjoy the amazing spectrum of 
human experience that one finds at an airport.
 An airport is a virtual melting pot of emotions. If you 
watch long enough, you will see a tableau of encounters 
… each a one-act micro-play happening in transit. Surely 
I can’t be the only one who attempts to discern the 
beginnings and endings of these snapshots in time?
 On this early summer day at St. Louis’ Lambert 
International Airport, there was the 30-something man 
walking a little girl to the beginning of the security 
checkpoint. She, tightly holding a stuffed animal and mini-
suitcase, and he telling her that everything was going to be 
fine. His eyes looked slightly sad, and I imagined he was 
sending his daughter back to her mom’s after an all-too-
brief visit. The little girl seemed confident, though, perhaps 
feeling like a grown up. I was glad she wasn’t scared. I’m 
sure her dad was too. I’ve been there.
 As I waited, a familiar scene began developing beside 
me. A family was gathering. Obviously, a mother and 
father, a set of grandparents and a few others, maybe 
siblings or friends. One had a camcorder. Others held 
homemade signs adorned with American flags and the 
words “Welcome Home Zach” and “The Z-man Returns.” 
There was a collective excitement but one that seemed 
tempered, almost nervous.
 Meanwhile, on the other side of my front row seat there 
was clearly a mom, dad and daughter waiting for whom 
I overheard was the older daughter coming home from 
college. The mom was mildly upset at the dad because 
he forgot to pick up something at the store. The daughter 
teased, “at least mom remembered to make the mac and 
cheese” — the older daughter’s favorite. Mom reminded 
everyone that she gets the first hug.
 As the flow of people passing through security grew, the 
anticipation on either side of me mounted. And so did my 
own. Who were the expected arrivals? What would be the 
next chapter in this “Fly the Friendly Skies” novella?
 The college student was the first to meet her family. Little 
sis ran ahead, beating out mom for the coveted prize. 
But soon the family was arm-in-arm passing by. They 
seemed like nice people. I remember hoping the daughter 
appreciates the opportunity before her and makes the most 
of it.
 Zach was a Marine and he was in his dress uniform. 
He was mobbed, first by who turned out to be a slightly 
younger brother who couldn’t wait to show off his new 
tattoo. Then mom and the grandparents all got turns 
welcoming home their hero. As dad stood stoically to the 
side, Zach finally turned to him and they hugged … tightly, 
silently and for what seemed a long time. Tears welled in 
the father’s tired eyes but he would not let them loose.
 As they walked away, I imagined Zach had a good meal 
waiting for him too … and hopefully a safe, productive life 
ahead of him.
 Soon, my guest arrived. A short little Englishwoman 
trudging along, carrying two bags, no doubt filled with 
Montana magnets, Huckleberry syrup and a couple UofM 
Grizzly T-shirts. She was making this annual summer 
sojourn alone for the first time, her mate of 40-plus years 
no longer with her, claimed by cancer a few short months 
earlier. But there she was, along with the little girl, the 
college student and Zach, not just traveling, but taking 
part in a journey— a journey we call life. I gave her a 
hug, helped her with the bags — “Mom, what all did you 
pack in these?!” — and as we slowly headed for baggage 
claim, I thought of her courage and perseverance. A tear of 
immense pride threatened to spill.
 As you read this issue of Tableaux over the holidays, we 
hope you’ll be entertained, inspired and touched by the 
myriad journeys our feature subjects have embarked upon. 
This issue is perhaps our most eclectic yet … call it our 
“airport” issue. Enjoy.
editor
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I It was June 2 of this year and more than 100 people waited anxiously in the Nazareth Living Center’s banquet room, unsure if the guest of honor would 
actually be able to attend a hastily planned tribute event.
 Though frail and gravely ill, Sister Stephanie Stueber, CSJ, defied the odds, 
summoned the strength and made one last public appearance. There were 
tears, tales of good times and well-wishes. Four days later, the woman who 
gave 50 years of her life to Fontbonne University passed away just nine days 
shy of her 90th birthday.
 Sister Stephanie served in many roles at Fontbonne, dedicating her life 
to her faith and to the education of others. Lets take a look back at this 
remarkable woman’s history.
 She was born Vera Caroline Stueber on June 15, 1915, in St. Louis to John 
and Caroline Stueber and had one sister, Mary Alice (Sally). She graduated 
from St. Joseph’s Academy in 1932 and enrolled at Fontbonne College where 
she graduated in 1936 with a degree in English.
 Soon thereafter, she entered the Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet and took  
the name Sister Marie Stephanie. Her final vows were Aug. 15, 1943. She then 
went on to earn a master’s and doctorate in English from St. Louis University in  
1945 and 1954, respectively. After teaching at elementary and secondary levels  
in St. Louis and Kansas City, Sister Stephanie began service at Fontbonne as the 
Academic Dean, serving from 1955-1966. After a stint – still on the Fontbonne  
campus – as the Director of Education for the Sisters of St. Joseph, she 
returned to the classroom and taught English at Fontbonne from 1969-1980.
 Sister Stephanie then served as Director of Alumni Relations and as Director 
of College Relations until becoming the first-ever Fontbonne Chancellor in 2001. 
She was then appointed Chancellor Emeritus in 2003 and served in that 
capacity until her death.
a tRibute
 Just days before the June 2 tribute event, the Fontbonne community created 
a remembrance book which was presented to Sister Stephanie. The bound 
hardcover book contains page after page of special quotations, scripture, 
memories, loving thoughts and an introduction that reads:
She has been an outstanding teacher and inspiring role model. She has 
done this with wisdom, passion and grace.
The entire Fontbonne University community thanks Sister Stephanie for 
all she has done to enrich the lives of students, faculty, staff and others who 
have been blessed with her association.
May her energy, faith and selfless commitment to educating leaders to 
serve a world in need empower us to do the same.
Sister Stephanie, thank you for enriching our lives and the lives of so 
many others. We promise to hold you in our thoughts and prayers.
The Sister Stephanie Stueber Endowed Scholarship has been established for those who wish to honor Sister Stephanie’s memory. 
Gifts may be sent to: Fontbonne University, Advancement Office, 6800 Wydown Blvd., St. Louis, MO, 63105.b
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Reflection. Discussion. Thought.
ON GETTING THE NEWS
  I am deeply honored, but also humbled, by this appointment. I believe the 
chair benefits the university as a whole, especially our faculty and students. 
It helps ensure in a significant way that the Catholic intellectual tradition and 
the mission of the Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet will be present here, we 
hope, in perpetuity. That the chair is in “Catholic thought” demonstrates the 
university’s profound commitment to Catholic presence.
DESCRIBING “CATHOLIC THOUGHT”
 Catholic thought is an activity of the mind, heart and imagination, striving to 
relate reason and faith, nature and grace, the human and the divine. Rooted 
in the Hebrew Bible, its earliest development is in the New Testament and it 
has been growing for two millennia. It is the cumulative effort of Fathers and 
Doctors of the Church, of theologians and mystics, of martyrs and prophets, 
of philosophers and scientists, of scholars and artists — all reflecting on the 
mystery revealed in Jesus Christ: the mystery of God united with the mystery 
of human being. The fruit of all this effort has contributed inestimably to the 
development of education, law, science, theology, philosophy, the humanities 
and the arts in the West and, today, throughout the world.
AN IMPORTANT ROLE
 In my role as endowed chair, I will strive to share reflections on Catholic 
thought through a variety of seminars for faculty, staff and students. Some of 
these may be devoted to a study of classical texts, from Genesis to Karl Rahner, 
from the Gospels to Flannery O’Connor.  Others may be devoted to exploring 
the meaning of the central values of Fontbonne. I would also anticipate 
coordinating an annual lecture by a nationally known speaker.  Additionally, 
I foresee the endowed chair serving as a resource to help faculty, staff and 
students relate dimensions of Catholic thought to contemporary issues such as 
stem cell research, intelligent design, racism, sexism or any type of injustice 
— just to name a few. I would like to encourage discussions on bridling the 
excesses of individualism or greed in economic systems, developing social 
responsibility and quickening awareness of aesthetic values especially as the 
holy may be encountered through the arts.
A PHILOSOPHICAL AND BALANCED APPROACH
 In holding this position, one must — with fortitude and prudence — explore 
instances where Catholic thought has been wrong or weak or worked against 
the truth or love of the good. For all its outstanding history, such thought 
has not been without its faults and failings. In no way will the holder of the 
chair be a kind of “grand inquisitor” who imposes or assures orthodoxy, 
who dictates or requires compliance. I will defend the critical inquiry and 
conversation that are at the heart of a university. No matter what the discipline, 
from accounting to zoology, a university seeks to foster knowledge of the true, 
the good, and the beautiful. And whenever we encounter what is true or what 
is good or what is beautiful, Catholic thought affirms we encounter God.
 In an unprecedented development 
earlier this year, Fontbonne University 
established the “Sisters of St. Joseph of 
Carondelet Endowed Chair in Catholic 
Thought,” the first such position in the 
school’s 82-year history. Creation of an 
endowed chair — widely considered 
a hallmark of academic excellence in 
higher education — was made possible 
thanks to a $1 million matching 
gift from the Sisters of St. Joseph of 
Carondelet, the university’s founders 
and sponsors.
 Now, after careful consideration, 
Fontbonne has announced that Dr. 
Donald Burgo, who currently serves 
as the university’s chair of the history, 
philosophy, and religion department, 
will assume the role of endowed chair in 
January 2006.
 Burgo earned his bachelor’s degree in  
philosophy, with minors in English and  
theology, from the University of San 
Francisco and his master’s and doctorate 
degrees in theology and literature from 
The Divinity School of The University 
of Chicago. A Woodrow Wilson fellow, 
Burgo is a member of the Catholic 
Theological Society of America and the  
American Academy of Religion. While 
at Fontbonne, he has received the Joan  
Goostree Stevens Excellence in 
Teaching award, as well as the Emerson 
and Governor’s Excellence in Teaching 
awards.
 Tableaux caught up with this 34-year 
Fontbonne veteran and asked him to 
share his thoughts on this important 
new initiative.
          — the editor
op opUNIVERSITY CREATES NEW ACADEMIC POSITION
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                                     I was basically 
               performing and reciting and  
becoming an extroverted person who  
didn’t mind reading out loud,” he recalls.
 Reggi pursued acting in high school 
and graduated from the nationally 
acclaimed Edward R. Murrow School of  
television and communications, located  
next door to the NBC studios in New 
York. Before attending Fontbonne, Reggi  
studied at the City University of New 
York, Brooklyn College and worked 
with numerous theater directors, 
playwrights and actors.
 Upon the recommendation of his  
mentors, Reggi auditioned for and  
received a Fontbonne theater scholarship  
in 1990, but switched majors and 
ultimately graduated with a degree in 
fine arts in 1994.
 “Fontbonne gave me a vocabulary to  
explain what I do. Understanding 
lines, shapes, and texture provided a 
backdrop that helped me shape what I 
had to portray in theater,” Reggi says.  
“I also learned discipline by observing  
other artists. A painter must prepare 
their canvas, paint, brushes much like 
an actor must prepare for a role.”
 Reggi left St. Louis to pursue a 
variety of theater-related ventures 
throughout the country. He toured 
with regional theater companies, 
worked as an animal wrangler 
(handling animals in commercials  
for companies such as Ralston Purina 
and Microsoft) in the entertainment 
industry and eventually studied at 
the world-renowned Second City in 
Chicago, where stars like John Candy, 
Dan Ackroyd and numerous  
 
 
 
 
 
                                comedians got  
                   their start. It was during  
        this time that Reggi studied the 
improv’ philosophy of Viola Spolin,  
who is credited with pioneering 
improvisational theater.
 Reggi returned to St. Louis in 1999 and  
brought his passion and enthusiasm with  
him. He started the Paper Slip Theatre 
as a method to build dialogue, teach 
communication and bring art to the  
community through children’s theater,  
motivational workshops, corporate  
training and educational programming. 
 Combining his love of spontaneous 
theater and education, Reggi teaches 
children how to discover the magic 
of improv’ on stage and in their own 
lives. He teaches at the Center of 
Creative Arts (COCA) as well as with 
Young Audiences of St. Louis, an 
artist-in-residence program that puts 
him in classrooms throughout the 
state. “Education framed my career 
and now I get to teach,” Reggi says.
 Working with so many different 
personalities can be challenging — not  
everyone is a born actor — but Reggi 
allows his students to create their own  
characters with fabric or clothing from  
different countries such as India or the  
Philippines. “Four yards of silk can turn  
even the shyest child into an Indian 
princess or Thai monk,” Reggi says. 
“They learn and see where their 
character is from on the map and go 
from there. They can create whatever 
they want through pantomime or 
improvisation.”
 In fact, Reggi believes that improv’ 
transcends cultures. While studying 
in Chicago, Reggi was introduced to 
Gabe Mercado, the Jay Leno of the 
Philippines and Southeast Asia,  
who invited him to the  
Philippines in 2004 as an artist-in-
residence. While there, Reggi had the 
opportunity to work with grade school 
children, as well as adults, at the first 
ever Philippino Improv’ Festival. 
 “It was an eye-opener. It’s a Third  
World country and there are people 
living in shanties,” Reggi explains. 
“But even kids who have very little 
can create spontaneous theater if  
given the chance. They were open  
and trusted me enough to show scenes  
from their everyday experiences  — 
everything from getting robbed at the 
market to singing Whitney Houston 
perfectly. It was so beautiful.”
 Reggi says that the lessons of theater,  
and improv’ in particular, span far 
beyond the classroom and into our 
daily lives. “These lessons teach 
teamwork and critical thinking. They 
help students understand another 
person’s way of thinking,” says Reggi, 
who credits Fontbonne for teaching 
him to look at life with a broad 
perspective.
 This perspective is perhaps best 
captured on Reggi’s personal Web  
site where he posts this Bill Cosby 
quote: “The past is a ghost, the  
future a dream, and all we  
ever have is now.”
ED REGGI MAKES PEOPLE HAPPY. 
Whether he’s acting on stage, telling stories over  
Chinese food or hamming it up for a photo shoot,  
the guy has charisma. One of the most active 
and prolific forces on the local and regional 
improvisational theater scene, this Fontbonne alum 
shares his joy of creativity — as an actor, writer, 
director and teacher.
     For Reggi, improv’ is the people’s theater. It’s where 
the truly organic, unscripted scenes emerge on stage 
moment by moment, creating art that is oftentimes 
hilarious, sometimes heartbreaking, but always original.
    “With improv’, you don’t need permission from 
anyone to do it. You don’t need rights to a play or a set 
designer or a director. It empowers people to express 
themselves in each moment,” Reggi explains. 
   It’s this freedom and unpredictability that is so appealing  
to Reggi, who first discovered the art of unscripted theater  
back in his Brooklyn, N.Y., grade school. Given the job of  
stage manager, he had forgotten to put autumn leaves on  
the floor before the scene began. So, as the curtains opened,  
he sprinkled the burnt orange leaves over the perplexed 
actress in plain sight of the audience and told her to simply  
tell them it was autumn. She did, and the audience roared  
with laughter. “That was the day I got the bug,” he remembers. 
     Many facets of Reggi’s childhood reinforced his propensity  
for theater, including speech-language therapy sessions. “In  
kindergarten I stuttered and talked too fast. I worked with 
teachers after school and just read words over and over again.  
                                  “Improv’ empowers people to  
             express themselves in each moment.”
Ed Reggi works with 4th-6th graders during one of the 
Spolin Improvisational Theatre workshops held at the 
Cultural Center of the Philippines.
This past summer, Reggi wrote, cast, filmed and edited his own film, “It’s Like Love,”  
in just two days as part of the St. Louis 48-Hour Project. His film was awarded  
“Best Use of Line,” and will be included in the project’s official DVD.  
To view his film, go to www.kdhxtv.org/48hour.htm or check  
out more of what Reggi is up to — he’s always up to  
something — at www.edreggi.com.
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by Kylie Shafferkoetter
Sister Jean Marie Abbott, CSJ
 Sister Jean Marie Abbott, CSJ, 
graduated from Fontbonne in 1966  
with a degree in elementary education 
and taught school for several years. It 
was in 1975, however, that Sister Jean 
began the work that would become 
her lifelong passion — social work in  
its various forms. Her experience as a  
parish social worker eventually led 
her to Nicaragua and Guatemala where 
her compassion for war-torn victims 
and refugees inspired her to spend five  
years with the sanctuary movement.
 This experience led Sister Jean, a 
trained social worker, therapist and 
counselor to found in 2001 the St. 
Louis-based Center for Survivors of 
Torture and War Trauma.
 Also serving as the clinical director,  
Sister Jean sees clients from several  
countries, including Bosnia, 
Afghanistan, Iraq, Somalia, Ethiopia, 
Congo and Liberia.
 The center provides holistic mental 
health and support services, advocacy 
and community education for survivors, 
in addition to transportation and help 
in obtaining the necessary paperwork 
to remain in the United States.
Paula Marie Berner
 As a special education teacher, 
Paula Berner has focused on one’s 
“ability vs. disability” in a career 
spanning more than twenty years. 
The 1986 Fontbonne alum works 
at the Special School District in St. 
Louis where she has been able to use 
her competence and experience in 
teaching students with severe mental 
disabilities.
 Noting how she incorporated 
music into her curriculum, Berner’s 
school principal asked her to 
consider developing a music 
program for the school. She at first 
hesitated because she didn’t have 
a music degree, but Berner’s belief 
in music as a universal language 
soon was an overriding factor in 
establishing the program that still 
runs today.
 In addition to her contributions in 
special education — she has been 
honored twice in 2004 and is a 
nominee for Missouri Teacher of the 
Year for 2005 — Berner is deeply 
involved in her parish as a lector, 
Eucharistic minister and singer.
Julie Percy Quinn
 When Julie Quinn managed the 
Nightingale House and Fisher House 
at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, 
Ohio, she was living her dream of 
“serving people.” The houses were the 
first “compassionate care” facilities 
in the Department of Defense and 
serve to care for military members 
and their families while one of them 
is being treated at the Air Force base 
medical center.
 Quinn also maintained a volunteer 
corps of about 40 people, not an easy 
task since military people are subject 
to frequent transfers. The volunteers 
supported and encouraged the guests 
through good and bad news.
 When Quinn graduated from 
Fontbonne in 1963 with a degree in 
elementary education, she taught for 
one year, then became a full-time 
mother and volunteer. She has also 
stayed active in her parish and served 
as a Girl Scout leader, a teacher in the 
Rite of Christian Initiation for Adults 
program and the chair of the annual 
marriage celebration.
Doris Prag Wilson
 Equipped with a speech-language 
pathology degree from Fontbonne, 
Doris Wilson began her teaching 
career at St. Joseph Institute for the Deaf  
where she became known for her 
excellence in teaching deaf students.
 Even when family responsibilities 
took precedence, she remained 
committed to deaf education. Through  
her active membership with the 
Ephpheta Society, a women’s auxiliary,  
she has helped raise more than $1 
million to provide the children of 
St. Joseph Institute with the latest 
available auditory equipment.
 Wilson has also volunteered for 
Habitat for Humanity for more than  
10 years. From processing applications, 
she moved to the special events 
committee to help establish several 
annual fund-raising events and has 
served as board secretary and a short 
term as interim executive director. 
She now coordinates and organizes 
the annual golf tournament, and 
for the 2004 “Blitz,” she managed 
the registration for more than 4,000 
volunteers during an 8-day period.
Joyce Devine Woolsey, M.D.
 From the time she had a summer 
job as a nurse’s aide, Joyce Woolsey 
knew that she wanted a career in  
medicine. Although Woolsey earned  
a full-tuition scholarship to Washington  
University, she chose to attend 
Fontbonne because she liked the fit.  
Following graduation in 1951, Woolsey  
attended Saint Louis University 
medical school.
 After her medical training, Woolsey 
became an assistant professor of 
neurology at Saint Louis University 
and practiced pediatric neurology 
at Cardinal Glennon and St. Mary’s 
Hospital.
 Woolsey focused on the whole 
patient and recognized the need for  
psychological support as well as 
empathy from caretakers and  
medical professionals.
 Although she retired from full-time  
practice in 1992, Woolsey remains 
vitally interested in the care, treatment  
and general welfare of children with  
neurological problems. She contributes  
her time and talents to a number of 
organizations and keeps up-to-date 
with the field of neurology.
Sister Michaela M. Zahner, CSJ
 Currently the president of St. Joseph’s 
Academy, Sister Michaela Zahner, 
CSJ, has an extensive background  
in every level of education.
 Graduating from Fontbonne in  
1963 with a history degree, she began 
teaching and then pursued graduate 
studies and work as a research 
assistant at the University of Chicago. 
Sister Michaela returned to Kansas 
City, her hometown, where she taught 
and served as principal of academic 
affairs at St. Teresa’s Academy. She 
then spent the major portion of her 
educational career at Rockhurst 
University in Kansas City serving in  
a wide variety of roles.
 In 1997, Sister Michaela came to  
Fontbonne and began serving as  
director of organizational support 
and grants. She researched foundations  
and grant-making entities, developed 
proposals for funding and played a 
significant role in the success of the  
university’s capital campaign in 2004.
Each year, Fontbonne University honors individuals who exemplify the mission and values of  the Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet. Here we present this year’s Founders Award honorees.
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by Kylie Shafferkoetter
Against the Grain
 In Fontbonne University’s biological and physical sciences 
department, women make up a slight majority — 60 percent 
— of the full-time faculty. But it is in the mathematics and 
computer science department, where seven of the eight 
full-time faculty members are women, that Fontbonne 
really bucks the national trend.
 Anne Grice, who teaches developmental studies courses  
in mathematics and algebra, believes it’s a major misconception 
that women are less capable than men in math and science.  
“I think there’s a lot of self-imposed math anxiety because 
of this misconception. Some students need teachers who 
are patient, flexible and willing to work with their various 
learning styles,” says Grice, who works with people who 
need a little extra help when it comes to numbers.  
 A study by a University of Michigan professor of 
psychology would appear to validate Grice’s opinion. It 
states that high school girls underestimate their ability in 
math even though it’s on par with their male counterparts. 
The study concludes that female students tend to enter into 
mathematically based programs less than men because of 
two factors: how much they believe in the ultimate value 
and use of math and how much they value a career in 
which they work with people in a more social setting. At 
Fontbonne, however, male and female enrollment in math-
based programs is about equal.
 The uniqueness of the Fontbonne department stands out 
when set against the national backdrop. This past spring, 
two U.S. Senators, George Allen (R-Va.) and Ron Wyden 
(D-Ore.), responded to a petition signed by more than 
6,000 scientists, engineers and professors imploring the 
Senate to work toward equal opportunities for women 
and all Americans in math and science fields. “We cannot 
afford to cut out half of our population … as we recruit our 
best and brightest students …” Senator Allen explained on 
the Senate floor.
 According to Marcia Greenberger, co-president of the 
National Women’s Law Center in Washington, D.C., 
“… there are still only a handful of women … teaching 
math, science and engineering in the nation’s leading 
universities.”  She notes that a woman is likely to earn her 
bachelor’s, master’s and doctorate in these fields while 
never receiving instruction from a female faculty member.
 An unscientific survey of local universities indicates that 
men make up the majority of math and computer science 
faculty. And why would Fontbonne appear to be unique?
 “As a woman at Fontbonne, your family life is respected,” 
offers Theresa Jeevanjee, assistant professor of mathematics 
and computer science and director of the CIS computing 
lab. “This university puts teaching first, ahead of published 
research. I think because of this, women are often drawn to 
a smaller, teaching-based university like this.”
 Beth Newton, professor of mathematics and computer 
science, believes the department’s diverse faculty — which 
includes two African-American women, an Asian man 
and instructors of varying ages — brings an optimal mix of 
perspectives and experiences to the program. “Our varied 
faculty encourages similar diversity in the student body by 
allowing a wide spectrum of people to feel comfortable in 
our courses,” she explains. Grice agrees, saying, “having 
diversity among staff and faculty shows students a picture 
of the real world. We show that every entity is important.”
 All agree that it’s the quality of the content and the 
teaching that is most important. Mary Abkemeier, a 29-year 
veteran of the department, says gender has no bearing on 
the exceptional education students receive at Fontbonne. 
“I would hope it would not make one bit of difference as 
far as quality,” Abkemeier said. “I do think having a mostly 
female faculty allows students to see women in positions 
historically occupied by men.”
Mathematics and computer science full-time faculty (left to right): Theresa Jeevanjee, Robyn Goins,  
Jim Ma, Beth Newton, Kay Graves, Mary Abkemeier, Nancy English and Anne Grice.
When numbers and gender collide
 The disparity between the number of men and women in the fields of math and science has been  
discussed widely this past year. The issue heated up after the president of an Ivy League university  
publicly suggested that genetics could be an explanation for the lack of women in these disciplines.  
His comments sparked debate — and introspection — in academia across the country. 
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“... ‘Kiwis’ are some of the  
  most outgoing and friendly  
  people I have ever met.”
 – Pat McGinnis (far left)
 Far & Away:
a student’s perspective on studying abroad
by Kylie Shafferkoetter
1. Integrate our mission, vision, values,  
 commitment and Catholic identity.  
 Key points:
• strengthen and reshape the critical 
and vibrant working relationship 
with our founders and sponsors, the 
Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet.
• empower the university community 
to live the core values of diversity, 
inclusiveness and respect.
• create a positive environment by 
recognizing disparate cultures and 
differences in people.
2. Emphasize academic excellence  
 in all programs. Key points:
• establish the first endowed chair at  
the university, increase the number  
of full-time faculty, review workloads 
and adjust compensation to meet 
established benchmarks.
• recruit and retain academically 
strong freshmen, transfer students 
and graduate students while 
broadening geographic reach through 
recruitment and marketing efforts.
• continue improving technology in the 
classroom and throughout the campus.
 
3. Strengthen a healthy and balanced  
 university experience and learning  
 environment. Key points:
• address a growing and diverse 
student population; meet students’ 
spiritual, social and professional 
development needs; and increase 
the focus on multicultural affairs 
and international students.
• renovate and/or upgrade facilities 
and increase staffing in the registrar’s  
office, library, Kinkel Center and 
Curriculum Resource Center.
• add new sports programs.
4. Provide a safe, functionally  
 efficient and aesthetically pleasing   
 environment. Key points:
• address parking issues, residential 
hall space, renovation of the Caf’ 
student activity area, as well as 
various other construction needs.
• increase OPTIONS locations and 
continue to assess additional facilities 
away from the Clayton campus.
 
 
 
5. Strengthen the financial foundation  
 of the university. Key points:
• dedicate 50% of the next fund-raising  
campaign goal toward increasing 
the university endowment.
• develop new programs that enhance 
donations: “Parents’ Program,” 
annual scholarship program,  
class agent/reunion class gift program, 
and senior class gift program.
• establish alumni chapters in 
other cities and continue to make 
improvements to reunion weekend.
6. Enhance all areas of support  
 and administration. Key points:
• improve budget management 
and financial reporting through 
implementation of software, 
training and appropriate staffing.
• develop and implement a short-term 
investment program to maximize 
income and investment return on 
excess cash.
• increase recruitment and retention 
of diverse staff, as well as increase 
focus on diversity training sessions.
• continue growth and development 
of web-based functionality.
• launch marketing initiatives to 
support recruiting, image,  
visibility and fund raising.
7. Create a welcoming work  
 environment. Key points:
• assess salary and benefit levels.
• review and implement appropriate  
Diversity Task Force recommendations.
• develop and implement 
management training.
 Fontbonne University’s new three-year strategic plan puts a spotlight on 
academics and student life, taking as its theme the linking of “education with 
experience.”
 The scope of this plan calls for the development and refinement of 
continuing and new academic programs, enhancements in all aspects of 
campus life, continued enrollment growth, an ambitious program to renovate, 
remodel, and construct facilities to meet these goals, and the acquisition and 
allocation of financial resources necessary to fulfill these endeavors.
 Space prevents us from printing the entire strategic plan, but Tableaux offers 
this summary of the primary goals that form the cornerstones of this important 
institutional roadmap. 
        — the editor 
WANT MORE?  For the full executive summary of the strategic plan, visit our Web site and go to the “about” section.  
                You’ll also find complete text of the university’s mission, vision, values, commitment, and Catholic identity statements.
www.fontbonne.edu photos by Pat McGinnis
 &EDUCATION       EXPERIENCE
Strategic Plan Links Two Key Components
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 S ometimes it’s the split-second decisions that lead us on our most exciting adventures.  
For Fontbonne business major Pat McGinnis, all it took was a colorful poster hanging 
outside his English class, a tear of the information card and the simultaneous thought 
that studying in New Zealand was a real possibility. “I applied and was going two 
months later,” McGinnis says during a quick trip home to St. Louis. “It was on a whim.”
 “I chose New Zealand simply because I knew 
very little about it. The distant land  
was mysterious to me and best represented 
a daring childhood adventure,” explains 
McGinnis, who is spending this fall  
semester at Victoria University, a school of 
25,000 students in the cosmopolitan city of 
Wellington, New Zealand’s capitol. He’s taking 
classes in biology, film and Eastern religion. “It’s 
very different. It’s a sink or swim environment because no 
one is there to make sure  
you do your work. You’re definitely more 
independent,” McGinnis explains. “Most 
professors only hand out one or two As 
per class.” 
 While McGinnis enjoys the challenge  
of studying at a large university, he’s  
also taking on adventures beyond 
the classroom. Skydiving, bungee 
jumping, helicopter rides, camping  
and fishing on the picturesque 
north and south islands are just  
a few of the activities he’s enjoying.
 McGinnis has no problem finding 
people to join him on his daring exploits. 
“The New Zealanders or ‘Kiwis’ — an endearing 
term — are some of the most outgoing and friendly 
people I have ever met. And other Americans whom 
I’ve met are amazing people. I’ll carry some of these 
new friendships beyond this trip,” McGinnis says.
 It’s not just the people he finds agreeable. 
McGinnis embraces both the urban and natural 
settings in and around Wellington. “I love it. Wellington is like New York in a  
snow globe. It’s small, but active. It’s a city, but in only 20 minutes you can be  
out in the wilderness,” McGinnis says. “I’m having a lot of fun. I must say this is  
the most intriguing city and country I’ve ever experienced. It’s amazing what  
New Zealand offers even though its total land mass is just the size of Colorado.  
It feels like a whole other planet.”
 McGinnis will orbit back to Fontbonne just in time for the winter semester.
School doesn’t stop when summer rolls around, but we  
wanted to find out what faculty members do to relax, unwind  
and get away from it all. Here’s a visual tour of what some of  
these professionals do when they aren’t grading papers.
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SHAKEN, NOT STIRRED
Gene Schwarting says his main summer hobby is restoring 
old sports cars, such as this ’71 Triumph Stag convertible 
4-speed with a V-8 engine. Interestingly, the Stag — which 
was only produced from 1971-1974 — was driven by 
Sean Connery in an early James Bond film. A self-taught 
mechanic, this associate professor of education has  
also restored Corvettes, Jaguars and Porsches. 
ALOHA!
Mary Abkemeier explores the outer crater of the Kilauea 
Iki volcano on Hawaii’s Big Island. The volcano did not 
reprise its 1959 eruption so the Fontbonne math professor 
and her husband enjoyed their vacation without incident!
ON TRACK
Powered entirely by coal-fired steam locomotives,  
the Cog Railway has been climbing to the top of  
New Hampshire’s Mount Washington (elevation 6,288  
above sea level) since 1869. This summer, Don Shifter  
took time out from teaching business and marketing 
courses to check out this engineering marvel.
WEE BIT O’ FUN
Sister Rita Schmitz, CSJ, professor of education, vacationed 
in Ireland this summer checking out sights such as the 
“Hill of Slane” where St. Patrick lit the first Easter Flame  
in Ireland. With her is a family friend, Fr. Kevin Gormley 
from Ireland, and her cousin, Marian Brandel.
DON’T BACK UP
Following a morning hot air balloon ride, Jaimette 
McCulley takes in the rugged countryside around  
Sedona, Ariz. Along with her husband and two  
daughters, the assistant professor in the human 
environmental sciences department also checked  
out Sedona’s famous “red rock” formations as well  
as the spectacular sights of the Grand Canyon.
PROUD MOM
Between summer school classes, Judy Failoni,  
associate professor of education, traveled to Warsaw, Ind., 
to watch her college-aged daughter, Marjorie, perform in 
several shows for the Wagon Wheel Theater.
GREAT OUTDOORS
Charlie Helbling (left), director of the sports management 
degree program, and his travel partner, Bob Marchino, 
canoed 250 miles along the international border  
between Minnesota and Canada tracing a historic fur  
trade route. The trip was featured this fall in a special  
travel section of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
BUNDLIN’ UP
Joyce Starr Johnson, assistant professor of fashion 
merchandising, finished this colorful “rosebud” quilt over 
the summer. Johnson, who’s been quilting seriously since 
1990, gives away most of her quilts to family or charities, 
but says she’s keeping this one for her bedroom.
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that same year, the situation grew more dire as the student 
newspaper warned, “Dining Hall in the Dark; Better Food 
Not in Sight.” The Fontbanner reported that participation in 
the Food Watch committee was lagging and that, in addition 
to the poor quality of meals, the cafeteria beautification 
project was stagnant.
 Welcome relief came in October 1986, when Fontbonne 
changed providers. The student paper celebrated, exclaiming 
“Finally, Quality Food!!!”
 Freshman student Alyssa Crist knows none of this history. “I 
think the food and atmosphere is consistently good,” she says 
before grabbing some dessert.
by Kylie Shafferkoetter
Fully stocked:  Maggie Hyde, Ameriserve kitchen manager, checks temperatures on the  salad bar in the main cafeteria.
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 The traditional reputation of food served in 
college dining halls across the nation is that it’s 
bad, bland and boring. But things are looking 
up. Although it’ll never be just like “mom’s,” 
Fontbonne’s food service strives to serve quality, 
nutritious offerings that a diverse community will 
eat and enjoy. And they seem to be succeeding.
 “The breakfast and dinner are my favorite,” freshman 
Shannon Lucas exclaims while her friends nod their heads 
in agreement. “I eat three to four plates at every sitting,” 
Dan Horn, a fellow freshman adds in all sincerity — sitting 
with two empty plates in front of him as proof. “I like it 
better than home cooking.” 
 Maggie Lee, an MBA graduate student from Taiwan, 
says she likes the food and includes pizza, pancakes and 
pasta among her favorites. “Sometimes the food is too salty 
though,” she admits. 
 Making students happy is serious business. Ameriserve 
has been the university’s food service provider for the past 
five years and John Kozlowski, director of food services, 
says his 14-member staff works hard to serve a balanced 
diet that everyone can enjoy. “We try to cater to as many 
variety of diets as we can,” Kozlowski says.
 Ameriserve feeds more than 550 people daily and offers 
vegetarian, low-fat and low-carb options at every meal — 
outside of breakfast. Low-fat meals are identified on the 
hot and cold lines and entrée nutrition facts are posted.
 Cheryl Houston, chair of Fontbonne’s dietetics program, 
says Ameriserve provides the community with an amazingly  
versatile menu. “They do a great job, especially given that 
they are limited in terms of space and facility,” Houston says.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Kozlowski says it’s key to pay attention to what people 
want. “The goal is to listen to the community’s feedback 
and tailor our menus around people’s preferences,” he 
explains. Surveys are taken throughout the year to provide 
a temperature check on how things are going. “The surveys 
fluctuate. One year there’s too much meat and the next not 
enough,” Kozlowski says. “We do our best.”
 Menus are planned in five-week cycles with weekly 
and monthly “monotony breakers” to keep it interesting. 
Themes such as Thanksgiving, Cardinal baseball or Cinco 
de Mayo add a little fun to the mix.
 According to the student newspaper, Fontbanner, there 
wasn’t always a food service company  
that listened so carefully to the  
community. In the 1980s, students  
actually organized against poor  
food selection and presentation,  
bland entrees and cleanliness.  
The Food Watch committee,  
formed in the spring of 1985,  
collected comments from students,  
evaluated meals on a weekly  
basis and reported their findings  
to administration. By winter of  
a 
CHANGING
 LandscapE
by Kylie Shafferkoetter
Fontbonne University has been a hub of activity in recent years and  
continues to evolve and grow as a vital educational institution fulfilling an  
important mission. To illustrate this point, we took inventory of just a few of the  
renovation projects in our recent past, the present and those on the horizon.
past
 Last September, Fontbonne dedicated its Center for Teacher and Therapist 
Education (CTTE). This project involved a major addition and renovations to the 
second floor of the East Building.
 The center includes six individual clinic rooms, one group therapy room, one 
speech science lab, 21 department offices for faculty and staff, one state-of-the-art 
audiometric suite, a private conference/classroom and a large classroom directly 
wired to the audio/visual system of the clinic so that direct observation can be 
included as part of instruction when necessary.
  “The CTTE has improved our lives,” says Susan Lenihan, director of the deaf 
education program. “Both our students and the members of the public who 
come to our clinic have benefited immensely from the improved facilities. The 
atmosphere, technology and flexibility of the center have greatly added to the 
ease of teaching and learning.”
present
 Sections of the library underwent reorganization and renovation in recent 
months. The new area, called Information Commons, was established on the 
first floor with 38 computers available for word processing, database searching, 
Internet research, e-mail and other applications. Two new librarian offices and a 
reference section were added to the Commons area as well.
 “The Information Commons provides students with an inviting, comfortable 
atmosphere in which they can work and easily receive help from our staff of 
librarians,” says Sharon McCaslin, university librarian.
 The Kinkel Center for Academic Resources, also located in the library, received an 
expanded testing center. There is now room to test 10 students at a time, and there 
are three new offices and two new conference rooms where tutors can meet with 
students. 
 “This renovation will assist us in meeting student needs, specifically the 90 
students enrolled who need accommodations for disabilities. It also offers secure 
testing space for students enrolled in online classes,” explains Jane Snyder, director 
of the Kinkel Center.
other recent projects:
• Extensive tuck pointing work to the facade of the East Building this past 
summer, plus masonry repair to Ryan and St. Joseph halls.
• New conference room in the athletic office in DSAC.
• Two new faculty offices in the Science Building.
• Complete renovation of the fitness center on the first floor in the Dunham 
Student Activity Center (DSAC). Features include a new rubberized floor,  
streamlined workout equipment, all new free weights, dumb bells, bar bells, 
elliptical machines, a treadmill, stationary bikes and stair steppers. Plus,  
a new cable crossover machine and versatile power rack have been added.
future
THE CAF’
 Contingent on approval from the board of trustees, the DSAC Caf’ could 
undergo a $1.35 million renovation next summer. The Caf’s new look will 
promote a warm, lodge-like atmosphere with faux hardwood floors, a large 
fireplace and hearth on the west wall and a two-level deck outside. The food 
service area will be expanded to accommodate a more extensive menu and a 
meeting room will also be constructed.
 “The intent is to serve the students by providing a comfortable place to study 
and eat as well as create more functionality for alumni and other campus events,” 
says Gary Zack, vice president for finance and administration.
MEDAILLE & ST. JOSEPH HALLS
 Supplemental classrooms will eventually be built on the first floors of Medaille  
and St. Joseph halls to accommodate classes displaced by ongoing renovations in 
other buildings. 
SCIENCE BUILDING
 Extensive renovations are a possibility in the Science Building within the next 
year. A new tower — similar to the one on the south side of the East Building 
— will be added and will include elevators and accessible bathrooms. In 
addition, renovations to the second floor will include seven new classrooms, an 
administration suite, student library, conference room and student lounge. The 
greenhouse will be moved from its current location on the ground level to the 
second floor and will be 50 percent larger.
MISCELLANEOUS PROJECTS
• Fontbonne is looking into an underground, high-pressure water loop that 
would connect the buildings on campus in order to provide sufficient water to 
sprinklers and other fire suppression fixtures. Also, overhead sprinkler systems 
will be installed in all buildings as they are renovated. 
• An accessibility ramp from the DSAC level to the arcade level is being considered  
so that students with disabilities can more easily access the east side of campus.
• A storm water drainage system will be designed in order to combat pooling 
water in the Big Bend parking lot.
architectural renderings of future 
structural renovations (top to bottom): 
Science Building with new tower; DSAC exterior 
with two-level deck; renovated Caf’
tuck pointing on East Building
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 Eric Tinker likes to have a front-row 
view — courtside, ringside or on 
the 50-yard line — wherever he can 
be in the thick of things. This love 
of sports, combined with an interest 
in the behind-the-scenes action of 
professional sports, drew him to 
Fontbonne’s sports management 
program.
 “Sports management sounded 
interesting because it seems like 
such a broad field,” he says. “The 
sports industry is a billion-dollar 
industry that reaches many different 
kinds of people, and I’m really 
excited to be part of that.”
 Living off campus and attending 
Fontbonne as a commuter, Tinker 
was concerned that he might have a 
hard time meeting people. “My sister 
goes to Fontbonne, but I wanted to 
make my own friends, too.” Tinker 
took an active role as a member 
of the Commuter Advisory Board 
(CAB), which helps ensure that 
students who do not live on campus 
are still actively included in the 
campus community. He also has the 
chance to meet nearly every student 
on campus in the course of his work-
study duties in the admission office.
 Jokingly, though, he does admit one 
disappointment about his Fontbonne 
experience so far. “I like the fact that 
Fontbonne is co-ed because I came 
from an all-male high school. When 
I got here, though, I realized that 
most of the girls have boyfriends!”
by Kit Breshears
 After packing everything she could  
squeeze into her compact car, Susan  
Melhorn left her hometown of Wynne,  
Ark., – population 8,000 –  and headed 
off to college expecting the worst. “I 
spent my entire life in a small town, 
knowing everyone,” she says. “When 
it came time to actually move to St. 
Louis, I was scared to death. I had no 
friends here, and only one relative, 
and I was going to be sharing a room 
with two complete strangers. It was 
very overwhelming.”
 Adjusting to life at Fontbonne was 
far easier, however, than Melhorn 
envisioned. “My roommates and I all 
showed up to move in at the same 
time, so it was a little hectic, but by 
the end of that first day, we were 
friends,” she says. “We’ve had a 
good time exploring the city together 
and getting to know people in our 
residence hall.”
 Melhorn’s first classroom experience  
also proved to be positive. “In a small  
high school like mine it was very easy 
to feel a personal connection with my  
teachers, and I was worried I wouldn’t 
have that at college,” she says. “But all  
the professors at Fontbonne are eager 
to help me. If I need help with a project, 
my teachers are all easy to contact. I 
can already tell that I’m going to do 
a lot of growing up at Fontbonne.”
 In March 2005, Toi Evans received 
a very special phone call from Keith 
Quigley, Fontbonne’s director of 
freshman recruitment. “I was out with  
my friends when Mr. Quigley called 
to tell me I had been accepted to 
Fontbonne. I told my friend that if a  
school was taking the time to call me 
personally, that was the place for me.”
 Evans was already quite familiar 
with Fontbonne when she first 
applied for admission. “I had a 
friend that went here and she talked 
about how her class sizes were 
very small,” she says. “I’m prone to 
asking a lot of questions, so I expect 
a teacher to help me. I thought that if 
I had gone to a larger school I would 
have been competing with 500 other 
students to get that help. I don’t have 
to do that here.”
 Making friends in her residence 
hall and getting involved in extra-
curricular activities has helped 
smooth Evans’ transition to college 
life. Move-in day, however, could 
have been a bit easier. “I didn’t find 
out that there was an elevator until 
I was carrying in my last load!” she 
says with a grin.
 While many of her high school 
classmates were lounging at 
the pool, generally enjoying the 
summer, Elizabeth McMullen was 
volunteering in a soup kitchen. 
Helping those less fortunate is her 
passion and one of the reasons she 
chose to come to Fontbonne. 
 “It was important the college I 
attended have plenty of opportunities 
for me to do volunteer work,” she  
explains. “When I visited the 
campus, Michelle, my admission 
counselor, told me about Fontbonne 
In Service and Humility (FISH), 
which does a lot of volunteer work 
like neighborhood cleanups and 
helping with Food Outreach. I was 
really impressed. It was cool to see a 
school with a heart.”
 McMullen was also impressed by 
Fontbonne’s academic reputation. 
“I knew that Fontbonne had a really 
good special education program, 
and I knew that I also personally 
enjoyed working with elementary 
school children,” she says. “Because 
Fontbonne offered both programs, 
I decided to check it out. I’m glad I 
did because I already feel at home.”
 Making big decisions is not always 
an easy process. Mitchell Lundey 
knew he wanted to go to college, and 
he definitely wanted to play baseball 
and basketball, but he was less certain 
about selecting an academic major.
 “I was worried when I first started 
school that I couldn’t pin down an  
academic major,” he says. “But 
Gina, my admission counselor, 
explained that entering college 
without choosing a major was OK. 
She told me that Fontbonne offered 
many different fields of study, 
from psychology to computer and 
information science, and that I  
could take a little bit of time to really 
decide what I wanted to do.”
 During his first campus visit while 
in his senior year of high school, 
Mitchell felt welcome at Fontbonne. 
“I really liked Fontbonne a lot when 
I first visited because there were so  
many friendly people,” he says. “The  
campus was really nice, too. It was 
spring, and there were students 
outside playing softball and tossing 
around a Frisbee. I met faculty 
members, toured the campus and 
visited with Coach McKinney, which 
was what finally pushed my decision 
to come to Fontbonne.”
MAJOR: Dietetics   from Wynne, Arkansas
MAJOR: Special Education/Elementary Education   from University City, Missouri
MAJOR: Undecided   from Salem, Missouri
MAJOR: Biology   from St. Louis, Missouri
MAJOR: Sports Management   from St. Louis, Missouri
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Without Fontbonne University’s 
maintenance and groundskeeping crews, 
we’d all be working in half-lit rooms, 
slipping on puddles in the hallways 
and climbing through chest-high grass 
to get across campus. The staff of the 
physical plant department, as it’s called, 
go quietly about their jobs changing light 
bulbs, routing electricity, maintaining the 
landscaping, building offices, painting 
dorms, fixing leaky sinks and performing 
myriad other tasks. Their hard work keeps 
the university running smoothly so faculty, 
staff and students can work and study 
in a comfortable environment. Tableaux 
turned the spotlight on this unassuming 
crew one day this past summer.
Fred Davenport (on mower above) and  
Curtis Couch (with weed trimmer, top) spruce 
up the grounds — a year-round endeavor.
Andy Wilson changes out a blown 
fluorescent light in the campus bookstore.
Jeff Konys gets a birds-eye view of campus as he inspects  
an air conditioning unit on the Science Building roof.
Vladimir Bernatskiy (top), replaces a light 
bulb on the exterior of Southwest Hall.
Braving the steamy heat in the basement 
of Medaille Hall, Austin Bates replaces a 
mixing valve, ensuring much-appreciated 
hot showers for students in the dorm.
Bob Tellmann (top), physical plant assistant director, changes 
out a lock in a new Science Building office built by the physical 
plant crew.
Certified electrician Rob Field works on what would become 
the kitchen in the Medaille Hall apartment of the new assistant 
director of residence life.
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 The 2004-05 academic year was a true testament to the dedication and 
commitment of the Fontbonne University community. Through the tireless 
efforts of many people, including trustees, regents, Sisters of St. Joseph of 
Carondelet, faculty, staff, students, graduates and friends, we achieved new 
heights of institutional success.
 In so doing, we kept our mission, vision, values and Catholic identity at the 
forefront of our strategic planning process. We also kept the students at the 
center of our decision-making process because they are Fontbonne’s heart and 
soul and our legacy for the future.
 One of the most anticipated and exciting developments was the opening of the 
Center for Teacher and Therapist Education (CTTE). The CTTE is the tangible 
evidence of the unique collaboration between two academic departments, 
namely education/special education and communication disorders and deaf 
education. The CTTE is a world-class facility serving clients in St. Louis and 
beyond.
 In terms of academic appointments, we increased the quality and number 
of full-time faculty to an all time high. And we did exactly the same thing with 
student enrollment, quality, retention and diversity.
 In addition, we developed a series of new curriculum offerings. For 
specific highlights of our growth and academic programs, see “Another Year 
in the Books” (page 26) in this issue.  You’ll read countless examples of the 
achievements made possible by hard work and a belief in what the Sisters of St. 
Joseph of Carondelet set out to do when they founded Fontbonne in 1923.
 Succinctly stated, every constituency of the university community contributed 
to Fontbonne’s success. So please accept my thanks and gratitude for your 
passionate pursuit of excellence.
Sincerely,
Dennis C. Golden
a message from the
PRESIDENT
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 As you look through this magazine and the “Honor Roll of Donors,” I hope 
you get the same sense that I do — Fontbonne is on the move. Our alumni are 
out in the St. Louis community and beyond making a positive difference in the 
world. Our faculty is persistent in their pursuit of educational excellence as 
they strive to reach each individual student.
• Fontbonne has come a long way. Today we are a Tier 1 institution  
 (in the “Universities-Master’s” category for the Midwest region) in the  
 2006 U.S.News and World Report College Guide.
• Enrollment stands at an all time high of 2,827 students.
• In the past 10 years, graduate enrollment has increased by 55%.
• Full time faculty has increased 72%.
• The average student ACT score has increased to 22.
• Fontbonne has emerged as a leader in institutional diversity,  
 with a 38% minority/international population on campus.
 This past year, I have been honored to witness first-hand the dedication of 
people who take pride, as I do, in being a part of something important and 
worthwhile. We are truly blessed to have such dedicated leadership, faculty, 
staff, students, alumni and friends of the university.
Thank you for your continued support,
Daniel J. Ferry Jr.
a message from the
BOARD CHAIR
Another Year in the Books The following overview   provides a snapshot of activity within each academic department during the past fiscal year (July ’04 through June ’05).
Office of Academic Affairs
• Ten new full-time faculty members hired, 
bringing total number of full-time faculty 
to an all-time high of 67.
• Director of institutional research and 
assessment and a university librarian hired.
• Assessment Committee developed a  
comprehensive performance-based assessment 
plan for general education requirements.
• Record number of faculty tenured (5)  
and/or advanced in rank (7).
• American Speech-Hearing Association 
granted eight-year accreditation to graduate  
program in communication disorders.
• Participated in RAND Corporation “Collegiate 
Learning Assessment” (measures freshman 
and senior students’ critical thinking, 
analytic reasoning and writing abilities).
Department of  
Behavioral Sciences
• Established new department of behavioral 
sciences (includes psychology and human 
services).
• Human services major experienced record 
growth (50 new majors); psychology 
program saw some 20 new majors added.
• Faculty member Sharon Jackson received 
board-certified diplomat credential in 
clinical social work from American Board 
of Examiners in Clinical Social Work.
• Deborah Phelps, department chair, 
published collaborative article — “Academic 
Success: Indicators from a Freshman 
Database” (Retention Success Journal).
• Established psychology club and 
scheduled several activities.
• Two faculty members, Jackson and 
Rebecca Foushee, presented papers at 
national conferences.
• Human services club “adopted” residential 
care facility for adults with chronic mental 
illness, in addition to other activities.
• Human services majors: Earsene Scott 
received $75,000 grant to open day-care 
center; Erin Woodland (Sabin) hired in 
management position at practicum site.
• Psychology graduates: Amanda Naeger 
accepted into doctoral program in 
industrial/organizational psychology at 
University of Missouri-St. Louis; Jennifer 
Naeger accepted into master of social 
work program at University of Chicago.
Department of  
Biological & Physical Sciences
• Continued bringing labs into compliance 
with government standards (OSHA, EPA) 
with emphasis on safety.
• Joined consortium group to utilize the Reis 
Biological Research Station, Steelville, Mo.
• Rich Schuler, faculty member, established 
annual observatory tours for students (in 
collaboration with University of Missouri-
St. Louis).
• Two new faculty members added.
• Initiated plans to offer a secondary 
certification in biology degree.
• Continued to see steady growth in number 
of majors.
• Student Luke Drury, who had been doing 
research with department chair David 
Thomasson, received very good offers from 
both Baylor and the University of Wisconsin 
medical schools for graduate work.
Department of  
Business Administration
• Hired new faculty member in management.
• Developed bachelor’s in sports and 
entertainment management (OPTIONS).
• Developed master’s in accounting.
• Developed first “non-business” degree 
program in OPTIONS —bachelor’s in 
contemporary studies.
• OPTIONS enrollment continues exceptional 
growth; new location opened in 
Chesterfield, Mo.
• Enrollment in sports management program 
continues growth.
• Launched Whitney and Anna Harris 
student writing competition (two 
scholarships awarded).
• Business Program Speaker Series featured: 
Ed Catani, district manager, Walgreens; 
Ramon Gallardo, founder, Casa Gallardo; 
and Lee Renz, Midwest vice president, 
McDonald’s Corp.
• International MBA program continues to  
attract students from vast variety of countries.
• SIFE (Students In Free Enterprise) gave 
marketing presentation and held essay 
contest at Bishop Dubourg High School.
Department of Communication 
Disorders & Deaf Education
• Opened and dedicated Center for Teacher 
and Therapist Education (CTTE).
• Developed “Communication and 
Behavior: An International Perspective,” 
— included on-site work in schools in 
Canterbury, England, as well as student 
and faculty participation (by Gale Rice, 
CDDE chair, and Margaret Gray, associate 
professor in education) in conference 
addressing behavioral issues in schools.
• CDDE faculty presented at local, state, 
national and international levels and were 
also published in professional journals.
• Initiated CTTE Griffins’ Excellent Reading 
Adventure Camp with students from 
Maplewood-Richmond Heights School 
District.
• Participated as partner in grant written 
by ALS Society, Fontbonne faculty and 
graduate students (provided home visits 
and consultation to clients and families).
• Received approval from Parsons Blewett 
Fund on grant to increase number of trained 
speech-language pathologists to work and 
supervise in diverse, urban settings. Grant 
also supports graduate level course in 
preparing SLPs as supervisors, was written 
in partnership with STLPS and pays tuition 
expenses to graduate students working as 
salaried speech-language implementers.
Department of  
Education/Special Education
• Opened and dedicated Center for Teacher 
and Therapist Education (CTTE).
• Sr. Rita Schmitz, CSJ, professor of 
education, received Joan Goostree Stevens 
Excellence in Teaching award.
• Participated in exchange program with Christ  
Church University in Canterbury (CCUC),  
England (involved faculty Margaret Gray, 
education, and Gale Rice, communication 
disorders and deaf education).
• Partnered with St. Louis Public Schools to  
conduct classes at Beaumont High School  
for special education certification (supported  
by funds from the Parsons Blewett Fund).
• Collaborated on CTTE Griffins’ Excellent 
Reading Adventure Camp for students from 
Maplewood-Richmond Heights School 
District.
• Expanded partnership with Brentwood 
School District by initiating a Future 
Educators chapter at Brentwood High School  
in collaboration with Fontbonne Future 
Teachers Association (grant funds for project 
provided by Missouri College Compact).
• First graduates of Career Builder program 
return as instructors at Fontbonne, while 
nearly 50 Career Builder graduates enter 
Special School District and St. Louis City 
Schools as fully certified teachers.
• Refined “Action Research” project as 
culminating activity of graduate program 
resulting in high quality research papers on 
practical, classroom topics.
Department of 
English & Communication
• Six students inducted into Lambda Pi Eta 
(National Communication Association’s 
student honors organization).
• Ben Moore, associate professor of English, 
worked with Randi Wilson, associate 
vice president of student affairs, to host 
“Consent of the Governed,” a series of 
discussions about 2004 elections.
• Third Annual Griffin Classroom Debate 
Invitational held in April. Teams from 
Argumentation & Debate class debated teams  
from Southeast Missouri State University. 
• Faculty and students worked as poll 
volunteers on election day. 
• Political Persuasion class hosted a 
“DebateWatch” event during elections.
• Faculty Poetry Group held informal 
workshops (included poets from St. Louis 
metropolitan area).
• Fontbanner (student newspaper) received 
several statewide awards.
• Heather Norton, faculty member, elected 
second-vice chair of argumentation 
and debate division of Central States 
Communication Association.
Department of Fine Arts
• Participated in a jointly produced 
professional production of Diana of 
Dobson’s. Other productions:  Laughing 
Wild and Batboy: The Musical!
• Workshops: “Working in Professional 
Theatre” by Rosemary Watts; “Ballroom 
Dancing” by Jeremy Sher.
• Participated in American College Theatre 
Festival. Student Michael Orman advanced 
to semi-final round.
• Held annual art and pottery sales as well 
as thesis shows.
• Special guest lectures and critiques covered  
such topics as gem setting, painting, 
drawing and more.
• Exhibitions in Gallery of Fine Arts covered 
topics such as “Westward Travel,” 
“Variations on a Single Theme,” “Spirit of 
Peru,” “Journeys in Print” and “ARTS” (Art 
Reaching Teachers & Students). 
Department of 
History, Philosophy & Religion
• Launched new major in religious studies.
• Welcomed two new faculty members: Jack 
Luzkow, associate professor of history, and 
Steve Stopke, affiliate instructor in religion.
• History of the Middle East class invited 
Rocky Sickmann to talk about experiences 
as a 1979 hostage at U.S. Embassy in Iran.
• Jewish Chautauqua Society of America 
sponsored “Introduction to Judaism,” 
taught by Rabbi Lynn Goldstein.
• Faculty members Luzkow and Rex Van 
Almsick began History Club.
• Donald Burgo, department chair, delivered 
Jewish Chautauqua Lecture at Temple 
Israel as well as several other talks.
• Daryl Wennemann wrote book while on 
sabbatical (“Free-Market Capitalism with 
a Soul: Capitalism and Community in the 
Information Age”).
• Julie Klimpel was chosen “distinguished 
graduate” for 2005.
Department of  
Human Environmental Sciences
• Dietetics program granted developmental 
accreditation from Commission on 
Accreditation for Dietetics Education of 
the American Dietetic Association.
• Co-sponsored “Key to Your Future” student 
recruitment event.
• Enrollment in fashion merchandising program  
reached all-time high of 70 students.
• Co-sponsored Reading Rainbow Young 
Writers and Illustrators Contest with local 
PBS Channel 9.
• Record number of fashion merchandising 
students participated in 3-day career 
seminar in Dallas, Tx.
• Facilitated Costume Society of America 
Annual Meeting and Symposium.
• 21 students (FACS/dietetics) participated in  
off-campus teaching experiences in settings  
ranging from community centers, youth 
groups, area agencies, and in classrooms 
from elementary through secondary levels.
Department of  
Mathematics & Computer Science
• Faculty member Mary Abkemeier 
continued work with CBC High School.
• Abkemeier and fellow faculty member 
Cheryl Davis conducted training sessions 
for CBC teachers on how to incorporate  
technology into their classes.
• Completed departmental curriculum review.
• Began planning joint Web site development  
certificate program with fine arts department.
• Upgraded computer lab facilities.
• Stepped up recruitment for dual degree 
engineering program (with Washington 
University).
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Statement of Activities: Fiscal Year 2005   JULY 1, 2004 - JUNE 30, 2005
Fontbonne University’s overall financial position:
 • Net assets increased $2.6 million.
 • Tuition and fees (net of institutional discounts) increased $3.3 million 
(14.2%)  
 • Total operating expenses increased $2.8 million (12.2%)
 • Student headcount enrollment increased from 2,542 to 2,827 (11.2%).
 • Credit hours increased from 62,000 to 67,300 (8.6%).
 • Admission applications increased from 780 to 899 (15.3%). 
’05 - ’06 Outlook
• Fontbonne’s main revenue source is tuition. Revenue growth will depend on maintaining  
full enrollment in Clayton, off-site enrollment growth, on-line enrollment, recruiting 
students in markets outside the St. Louis area, tuition increases and fund raising.
• Fund raising will be an increased focus for the university with the addition of a new 
vice president for advancement, a new development director and assistant director,  
and a new events coordinator. Plans for a new capital campaign are being completed.
• The university will continue to invest in information technology with the expansion  
of a wireless network, increased internet access and implementation of a 
comprehensive classroom scheduling system.
 EXPENSES 2003-2004 2004-2005
 
 Instruction and academic support $ 13,567,565 $ 15,166,855 58.0%
 Student services 3,231,408 3,362,793 12.9%
 Institutional support 4,514,704 5,189,087 19.8%
 Auxiliary enterprises 1,528,173 1,946,447 7.4%
 Other scholarships and fellowships 485,631 496,824 1.9%
 Total expenses $ 23,327,481 $ 26,162,006 100%
 REVENUE 2003-2004 2004-2005
 
 Tuition and fees $ 27,542,139 $ 31,647,602
 Less institutional financial aid 4,713,413 5,572,993
 Net tuition and fees $ 22,828,726 $ 26,074,609 87.4%
 Gifts and grants 2,285,054 1,210,127 4.1%
 
 Auxiliary enterprises 2,020,627 2,211,241 7.4%
 
 Endowment and investments 269,662 219,525 0.7%
 Other sources 185,483 125,774 0.4%
 Total revenue $ 27,589,552 $ 29,841,276 100%
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Gifts/Grants made July 1, 2004 - June 30, 2005 * deceased
LYON SOCIETY
Benefactor    $10,000 +
Anonymous
Anonymous
Josephine Beckley ’42*
Louise Beisman*
Mr. and Mrs. Van-Lear Black III
James and Karen Clark ’98 Castellano
William and Tracey  
 Causey ’97 Marshall
Mrs. Eugene McBride  
 (Marie Jostes ’37)
Edward and Colette  
 Crowley ’65 O’Brien
Claire Roach ’59
Rev. Joseph A. Weber,  Jr.
LYON SOCIETY
Patron    $5,000 +
Anonymous
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph B. Dierker
Daniel and Eleanor  
 Halloran ’63 Ferry
Peter and Clare Genovese
Dr. Dennis C. and Monica A. Golden
Mr. and Mrs. E. Desmond Lee
Joseph and Sandra  
 Gurnsey ’71 Lehrer
Anna Suetsugu Nomura ’54
John and Audrey  
 Naumann ’43 Steinfeld
Frank and Ruth O’Neill ’52 Stroble
Jim and Mary Bruno ’68 Werle
LYON SOCIETY
Associate    $2,500 +
Bill and Mary Abkemeier
John and Marilee Barry
Nancy Blattner
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas F.  
 Caspari (DeDe Dallas ’66)
Christopher and Anne Chivetta
George S. Graff
Leo and Nancy Haas
Linda Kurz ’61
Anne C. Meyer ’34*
Rosemary Jaclyn Meyer ’44
Gerald and Suzanne Noonan
Joan Steffen O’Reilly ’51
Carl and Merlyn Price ’58 Schack
James and Anne Sullivan
Trudy B. Valentine
Kenneth and Mary Jo  
 Drager ’70 Voertman
Drs. Robert and Joyce  
 Devine ’51 Woolsey
David and Carolyn Carroll ’60 Zwart
LYON SOCIETY
Member    $1,000 +
Rev. Mr. and Mrs. David Amelotti  
 (Elizabeth Ann Miller ’77)
Mary Carol Anth, CSJ ’57
Barbara Atteln ’67
Jerry M. Bladdick
Carol Brouillette, CSJ ’57
Jeanne Leritz Callahan ’51
Julian and Eileen Carr
Gerald and Loretta Cassidy
Matteo and Kathleen  
 Atchity ’66 Coco
Bill and Cathy Corr
Louis and Marilyn  
 Montileone ’61 Dell’Orco
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Desloge
Mr. and Mrs. William  
 Erman (Rosemary Fitzburgh ’57)
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas F. Etter
Mary Ferguson ’65
Phil and Kathy Fina
Patrick and Joyce Finneran, Jr.
Dorothy Fleck ’69
Dr. Roberta ’65 and Mr. James Flynn
Victoria and Robert Frank
James and Kathleen Nestor ’75 Frey
Mr. and Mrs. Darren P. ’89 George
Nancy Boos ’76 and  
 Michael R. Georgen
Barry Giller
Richard Greenberg and Claire Schenk
August Griesedieck
James and Lee Hynek ’63 Gunn
Edward and Lynne Higgins
Mrs. Jerome Holden  
 (Rosejoan Kisling ’45)
Daniel and Catherine Human
Margaret Hyatt ’47
Joann Augsburger Jana ’74
Darryl T. and Villajean M. ’94 Jones
Dr. and Mrs. Al Knight  
 (Nanette Falk ’71)
Kraig and Sandy Kreikemeier
John and Mimi Londoff,  Jr.
William Mayor
Lucille McDonald ’31
Joseph McGlynn, Jr.
Lee and June McKinney
Connie Fiedler McManus ’52
Dr. and Mrs. John J. McNamara  
 (Norrine Gibbons ’46)
Leontone Meyer ’35
Carol Shaughnessy Miller ’57
Francis and Jacqueline Post ’58 Miller
Theresa Mitchell
Benjamin Moore, Ph.D.
Peggy and Jerry Musen
James and Rosemary  
 Erman Noonan ’45
Mrs. Robert Osterholt  
 (Henrietta Binder ’45)
Chris and Antoinette  
 Fabbio ’78 Pagano
Joe Pepe
Pierce and Susan Powers, Jr.
Helen Badaracco Ravarino ’42
Judge Eve M. Riley ’95
Mike and Pattie Ristau
Peggy and Jerry Ritter
Patricia Stack Seiler ’61
Joseph and Rosemary Shaughnessy
The Joseph S. Shaughnessy Family
Adolphine Brungardt Shaw ’64
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent E. Shaw
Ronald Shelley
Kathleen Sloan ’38
Paula V. Smith
James and Carol Conway ’63 Spehr
Abigail Stockwell ’05
Dean and Jody Stockwell
Hon. Donald and Mary Ann 
 Kuhlman ’53 Stohr
Joanne Arnold Strathearn ’71
Myra Foulke Styffe ’87
Greg Taylor
Bill and Toni Walker
Timothy and Jane Fowler ’96 Walsh
Ralph and Patricia Webster
Mark Wenner
Marquita Wiley
Katherine Wilson ’04
Randi and Jim Wilson
Marie Sansone Zucchero ’42
TOWER SOCIETY
$500 +
Tom and Cathy Ahillen
Gary Aldenderfer
Rosemarie Archangel ’52
Kathleen Kenny Arenz ’69
Carroll Cunningham Baechle ’60
Mr. and Mrs. Donald E.  
 Binz (Marietta Saunders ’53)
Robert Carver
William and Anne Chao
Daniel Cronin
Kathleen C. Dailey ’72
ARCADE SOCIETY
$250 +
Paula Montie Bakula ’66
Anne Welch Bauman ’64
Pat Koeln Beech ’64
Patricia McCarthy Bimschleger ’53
Jeffrey Brown
Rosemary Casey Bruno ’45
Donald Burgo, Ph.D.
Peter Burns
Jerry ’98 and Cindy  
 Bluestone Bushue ’98
Lorraine Camper ’48
Pamela Cusanelli
Judith Seibert De Vries ’58
Connell Dolan
Susan Schinner Durfee ’73
Nancy English
Ann M. Feld ’77
Genevieve Bianchi Fick ’54
Leo and Constance  
 Boschert ’72 Diekman
Carol and Paul Dillon
Barbara Lynn Dreher, CSJ
Michael Drone
Betty Huber Drozeski ’62
Bonnie and L. B. Eckelkamp, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. John Fumagalli
Margaret Gray, Ph.D.
Thomas and Kathleen  
 Toohey ’65 Gunn
Alice E. Harper ’70
Gary and Carolyn  
 Kuciejczyk ’64 Johnson
Stephen and Mary T.  
 Hutchison ’71 Kappel
Ruth Hostler Kerr ’64
Jeanne Phillipp Kleiner ’54
William and Virginia Leightner
Mary Lou Meyer Lenkman ’64
Kathleen Madras Lochner ’54
Jeff and Sandra Vlach ’88 Lorber
Walter and Cheryl Lucas
John Mabry
James Muskopf, Ph.D.
The Honorable Margaret M. Nolan ’52
Mrs. Julia (Roerkohl) Okenfuss ’60
James and Susan Peller ’58
Rose Perotti ’52
Daphne C. Ramirez ’37
Kathy Martini Saier ’69
John Schless
Lawrence Smith
Dan and Mel Stratmann ’52 Steinmann
Almut Stephan-Marino ’02
Lawrence and Patricia  
 Reddan ’58 Van Rhein
Kari Vaughn-Albright ’97
Wolfgang and Janie von Wolfseck
Judith Willard ’81
Jim and Doris Prag ’61 Wilson
Carol Gund Wolken ’72
Steve Finkelstein
Bill Foster ’88
Edwin and Margaret Gunn ’64 Fowler
Rosemary Ryan Frohock ’47
Gail Hornsby Gauthier ’63
Mr. and Mrs. Michael B. Gedera  
 (Karen DeGurie ’65)
Carol Giblin ’57
David and Mary Ellen Gill
Mary Ann Hoffman Goedeker ’63
Joan Gossin ’54
Angeline Marino Heumann ’58
Edward S. Higgins
Frances Dolan Holloran ’37
Catherine Knaapen Hurd ’39*
Joseph and Linda Hines ’72 Kaiser
Julia Marlowe Kilduff ’95
Carol A. Kloud ’61
Lisa Hanson Kolemainen ’78
Kathy Kutis ’90
Kimberly Kutis-Hantak ’92
Richard Lewis, Ph.D.
Joseph and Joan Lipic
Steve Lohr ’03
Phyllis Schmidt Lorek ’58
Tres Lyons Malecek ’52
Mary Ann Keiper Mallon ’68
Jack and Peggy Mannebach
Linda Maurer, JD, CPA
Kevin and Donna McCarthy ’79
Rose McNamee ’46
Art Morgan
Mary Ellen Murphy ’63
Kathryn Lee Eames Nixon ’81
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas M. Noonan  
 (Gabrielle Chadeayne ’80)
Mary Louise Langdon Preis ’63
Joan Fegan Ramatowski ’60
Elizabeth Ryan Reilly ’55
Mary Dee Montie Reitz ’64
Susan Fehlber Sanders ’68
Barbara Quick Schaefer ’50
Virginia Hendrick Scherer ’66
Elizabeth Vernile Scherz ’64
Colleen Schoendienst ’73
Joanne Eisele Schroeder ’61
Gene and Kathleen Schwarting
John Scott
Mary Anne Siebert ’52
Michelle Signa ’79
Jane Snyder
Claudia Greco Stompanato ’51
Patricia Trapp Strassburger ’52
Mary F. Stuppy, M.D. ’71
Terence and Jeanne Tarpey
Anna Mary Teaff ’69
Timothy and Olivia Tettambel
Anne Latta Toohey ’63
Laurence Unger ’91
Carol Kuehn Voss ’69
Alan Wahl
Thomas Walter
Ken and Jane Coffey ’58 Washburn
Ralph Webb
Caroline Wenberg
Nancy Wunderlich
Gary and Denese Zack
Mrs. Rosemary Coleman Zone ’63
Kathleen Ray Zundel ’75
 
 
HONOR  
      ROLL of  Donors
          July 1, 2004 - June 30, 2005
THANK YOU for your generosity and dedication to Fontbonne University. What follows 
is a listing of  all donors who made gifts/grants to the university during the 2005 fiscal year 
(July 1, 2004 - June 30, 2005). Great care was taken when preparing this year’s Honor Roll of  
Donors. Contact the development office, 314-889-4505, if  there are corrections to be made.
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Gifts/Grants made July 1, 2004 - June 30, 2005 * deceased
CARONDELET SOCIETY
$100 +
Diane Medic Abernathy ’71
Mary Sue Albanese
Madeline Alcamo ’54
Geraldine Allina ’45
Karen Chudomelka Anderson ’77
Kathleen Brady Andria ’62
Anonymous
Donald Assalone
Virginia Schindler Audrain ’43
Honorable and Mrs. Joseph J. Barr
William Barrows ’98
Joy Locke Bauers ’39
Ralph and Barbara  
 Belovich ’64 Beckerman
Mary Cummins Belarde ’96
Mrs. Marjorie Belknap ’43
Elaine and Lawrence Bell
Sandra Bellon ’69
Elizabeth Bertke
Ellen Conway Bigge ’66
Thelma Munkres Bill ’48
Mary L. Black ’69
Nancy Raupp Blanton ’54
Patricia Hayes Bodet ’51
Mary Ellen Boggiano Bourneuf ’45
Elizabeth Boyer ’75
Kristen Brokaw ’98
Freda Brown
Jeanne Gantner Bruns ’55
Jane Buri ’46
Robert Butler
Margaret Camper, CSJ ’51
Ken Caudillo
Dennis and Teresa Chamberlain
Frank and Jacquelyn Chlipala
Mary Bockskopf Chubb ’65
Ken Church
Maureen Burke Clarke ’53
Mary Cleary ’75
Ms. Susan M. Colburn ’78
Marilyn Trapp Condon ’58
Lynne Cooper ’73
Mary Puts Ensenberger Costigan ’52
Patricia Knoll Costigan ’72
Marian Cowan, CSJ ’65
Linda Cronin
Jose Manuel Cuervo
Patrice Cummings ’89
Mary Charity Dalton, CSJ
Ruth Higgins Davis ’34
Mary Lennemann Deppe ’50
Kathryn Mantia Devling ’71
Catherine Smith Dodson ’36
Dennis and Mary Donnelly
Gerald and Lorraine  
 Feldhaus Dreifke ’51
Ann Moore Duer ’55
Huguette Roy Duff ’99
Julie Duncan
Meneve Dunham
Thomas P. Dunne, Sr.
Laura Hines Dunsmoor ’73
Libby Dust ’00
Sue Kaiser Ebanues ’57
Angela Eckstein ’52
Mary Sheehan Eckstein ’67
Harriet Edler
Annette Ellis
Joan Buxton Falk ’65
Dawn Fels
Susan Williams Ferguson ’77
Donald and Rebecca Fischer
Patrick Fischer
James and Barbara  
 Priesmeyer ’70 Forst
Mary Patricia Fowler ’61
Sandra J. Fowler ’63
Mr. and Mrs. G. R. Fox
Susan Franklin ’79
Alice C. Fredericks ’41
Barbara Jahoda Freehill ’60
Joan Frelich
Joan Theis Gagnepain ’63
Clifford Gannon
Eileen Garcia ’49
Margaret Schmitt Gehring ’63
Joyce George ’66
Mary Jon Hentrich Girard ’68
Sarah Wei Gong-Ye ’86
Carolyn Narmont Gordon ’64
Carol Karst Graham ’59
Eileen Hoffman Grass ’74
Kathryn Graves
Joan Sandweg Gray ’71
Kathleen Pugh Griffin ’64
Timothy Grimes ’91
Robert and Mary Gronemeyer
Hon. Arthur H. and  
 JoAnn (Petty ’58) Gross
Mary Lee “Britt” Gund ’63
Nancy L. Gurnsey ’74
Mary Streit Gutzler ’49
Bruce W. Halliday
Joseph J. Harper ’91
Angela Harris ’65
Lori White Harrison ’88
Janice Koles Hartmann ’71
Jane Hassett, CSJ
Larry Hays
Cecilia Hederman ’43
William ’86 and Laura Heft
Elaine Endicott Heine ’66
Dorothy Lynch Hellweg ’54
Andrea M. Mueller Henske ’68
Jacqueline M. Hermann ’71
Katherine T. Hernan ’43
Margaret Hesse ’89
Carla Tinoco Hickman ’90
Veronica Grob Hicks ’68
Sally Hight
Randall Hill
Carmen Villaobos Hodge ’61
Marise Eaton Hoffmann ’60
Mary Ann Vatterott Holden ’59
Jo Ann Jacobson Holdener ’70
Bill and Barbara  
 Gutting ’61 Hollenbeck
Mary Jeanne Reedy Holmes ’49
Mary Higgins Hummert ’68
Janet Dierks Hutz ’71
Marilee Brethorst Ingoldsby ’71
Jan Jenkins Jennings ’70
Mr. and Mrs. David Jones  
 (Barbara Giunta ’68)
Patricia Cobb Jones ’66
Mary Ann Joyce-Walter ’63
Hilthia Julien ’98
Elaine C. Otsuka Kamada ’61
Pamela Sloofman Kanter ’73
M. Joan Walsh Keiper ’67
Mary Ellen Zwisler Kelly ’54
Maureen A. Kennedy ’69
Joyce Kettenhofen ’96
Larry and Maureen King
Mary Jane Helm King ’39
Mary Lou Miller Kleine ’57
Helen Klenklen ’88
Maura Downey Klingen ’55
Maribell L. Heinz Knickerbocker ’73
Newell and Janet Knight, Jr.
Helen Holmberg Knop ’48
Don and Cindy Koehler
Marjorie M. Koehr ’58
Lois C. Werth Koesterer ’58
Herb and Ruth Krehbiel
Mary Ryan Kruger ’70
Mary Ann Brys Kuhn ’56
Robert and Judith Kult
Mary Rose Enderlin LaMear ’64
Aurora Lane
Marylee Curotto Lang ’53
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Laudel
Ronald A. Lewis II ’03
Timothy Liddy
Shirley and Stanley Lienhop
Barbara Grush Lind ’63
Jane Hadank Link ’68
Linda J. Little ’96
Elizabeth Mulherin Logan ’48
Kate Daly Lottes ’59
Hilda Bantle Lowell ’61
Gilda Ortiz Lugo ’56
Elizabeth Lunney
Jack Luzkow
Jane Berger Maloney ’53
Nancy McCormick Marley ’70
Claude and Kay Martin ’55
Dan McAlone
Suzanne Stuckenschneider  
 McAtee ’85
Jaimette McCulley
Rebecca McDermott ’83
Patricia Schmittgens McDonald ’71
Sheila Nellis McDonald ’58
Celine Wuellner McEwan ’77
Kathleen McGinley ’69
Dean McKinney ’91
Mary McKinney
Christine Cornelis McLaughlin ’81
Barbara Langendorf McManus ’64
Doug and Rosanne Melville
Kathy Keller Merdian ’64
Elizabeth Messmer ’61
Lisa Pietroburgo Meyer ’03
Mary Schulte Milam ’68
Marie Boedges Minneman ’47
Kathleen Michel Moloney ’69
James and Jeanne Dulle ’81 Moore
Dr. and Mrs. Donald W. Moriarty
Richard and Emily Mraz
Raymond Mueller ’92
Richard Mulchek ’99
Nina Murdick ’04
Evelyn Murrill ’50
Rosalind Weesner Nadeau ’67
Irene Peil Naughton ’52
Katherine Holt Newell ’68
Elizabeth Ney, CSJ ’66
Dela M. Ng (Doerr) ’69
Richard and Karen Nicoletti
Lucy Griesedieck Nile ’80  
 and David Nile
Vida Noel
Mary Noel-Burch
Michael Nogalski
Dorothy Gruber Nonnenkamp ’33
Jene Randolph O’Blennis ’68
Alison Grill O’Brien ’73
Carol Haefner O’Brien ’61
James and Mary O’Brien
John O’Brien ’97
Mary Catherine O’Gorman, CSJ ’54
Anita (Apprill) ’62 and  
 William Ohlhausen
Rosemary O’Malley, CSJ ’61
Colette Shea O’Rourke ’77
Jacqueline Heinrichs Oster ’57
Ann M. Calandro Padberg ’92
Rita Miller Pape ’52
Cathlene Collins Paruch ’97
Margaret Pautler ’54
Bonnye Brimmer Perry ’63
Ruth Politte ’61
Terry and Dotty Pollard
James Porter ’02
Patricia Finnegan Potts ’67
Francis Taylor Powers ’76
Jacquelyn Greener Puetz ’51
Rosemary Mantia Quigley ’67
Kathleen A. Quinlan ’60
Mary Kenny Quintin ’68
Claudia Schiavone Raab ’69
Susan Scherger Rabbitt ’65
Tracy Rahm ’89
Marie A. Ravarino ’54
Elizabeth Rayhel
Sharon Barrett Redmond ’67
Barbara Reilly ’76
Jeffrey Richardson
Peggy Ridlen
Jane Boeckmann Riley ’70
Matthew Rogers
Mary Eileen Romney ’66
Barbara Ann Rubinelli ’61
Warren Rugaber
Camille Tighe Samson ’73
Elizabeth Pape Saum ’52
Carole Sullivan Scaring ’61
Salle Carl Scharf ’75
Yvonne DeMange Schenk ’65
Mary Martin Schenkenberg ’66
Carol Gutting Schlattman ’57
John Seveland
Linda Shapiro ’73
Kathleen Dougherty Sharkey ’59
Mary Lou Sheppeck ’69
Mary Fava Sidney ’74
Patricia Marsh Sinner ’63
John and Patricia Slattery
Bryan Smith ’04
Erika Bantle Smith ’68
Christine Wolf Soland ’72
Marlene Hoppe Sondermann ’55
Dena and Kim Spain
Theodora H. Spalding ’48
Mary C. Steuterman, M.D. ’73
Joseph and Mary Stewart
Catherine Quatmann Stoverink ’73
Janet Walkowiak Striegl ’73
Alan and Bonnie Stueber
Stephanie Stueber, CSJ ’36*
Daniel Sullivan, D.D.S.
Ruth Bussmann Sullivan ’49
Mary ’66 and Tom Sutkus
Ruth Lamwersiek Svoboda ’48
Ed Tabash
Alexander Tague ’05
Catherine and Robert ’87 Talasek
Tony Teoli, Ph.D. ’91
Karen Jungewaelter Thaman ’64
Bernadine N. Thien ’49
Marydelle Nesslein Thomaides ’53
JoLane Oberle Thomas ’65
Lance Thornhill ’97
Mary Beth O’Connor Tilling ’63
Rudolph and Ann Walsh ’77 Torrini
Libby Snyders Travers ’74
Mary Ellen Schaefer Vander Linden ’64
John and Joan Bayot ’66 Vatterott
M. Jessica Peeler Ventimiglia ’65
Midge Villella ’66
Patricia Degnan Voss ’55
Melvin Wagner
Richard Wagner
Flo Walsh ’69
Mary Lee Walter ’68
Jerry and Jeanette  
 Altepeter ’70 Wamser
Joan Clasquin Weber ’58
Claire Saenger Weiler ’59
Andrew Wenner
John Wenner
Theodore Wenzlick ’99
Cheryl Bartlett White ’68
Rev. Msgr. Jerome F. Wilkerson
Sue Guhman Wilkes ’60
Dr. and Mrs. Timothy J. Willard
Anne L. Williams ’65
Phillis Goedert Wilson ’65
Camella Chien Wing ’52
Jacqueline Nowak Wink ’54
Loretta Giblin Wittenberg ’60
Dorothy Reichert Wodraska ’65
Mary Joan Woods ’68
Kathleen Sappington Woodworth ’64
Mary Yanko
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Younghouse  
 (Helen Kleir ’40)
Karen Zaenker ’84
Dorothy Westhoff Zeitinger ’52
Ronald Zetcher
CORPORATE
$5,000 +
Advertising Savants, Inc.
Anheuser-Busch Foundation
Anonymous
Boeing Gift Matching Program
McBride Family Fund of the Fidelity  
 Charitable Gift Fund based on the  
 recommendation of  
 Mrs. Eugene F. McBride
Missouri Campus Compact
Missouri Colleges Fund, Inc.
Mulac & Engel Charitable  
 and Religious Trust
CORPORATE
$100 +
 
Aetna Foundation, Inc.
Ameren Corporate Communications
American Recreation Products
AmeriServe, Inc.
Anonymous
Anonymous
Arch Engraving
Argosy Gaming Company
Back & Neck Care Center  
 of Webster Groves
Bank of America
BD Real Estate Service, Inc.
Belden, Inc.
Benjamin Moore & Company
The Boeing Company
J. Bucks Restaurant
C.A.P.S., Inc.
Camdenton S. A. L., Inc.
Cardinal Vending, Inc.
Caterpillar Foundation
Catholic Supply of St Louis, Inc.
Chester Bross Construction Co.
Clayco Construction Company
Clockmaster, Inc.
Colleen and Co.
Commerce Bank
Conley Insurance Group, Inc.
Cooper Lawn Care
Craftsmen Industries, Inc.
Cripps First-Aid & Medical Supply
Crown Motors
D & H Trucking Co., Inc.
Decorations Unlimited, Inc.
George and Mary Rose Desloge  
 Family Fund of the Greater St.  
 Louis Community Foundation  
 based on the recommendation  
 of Mr. and Mrs. George B. Desloge
Dill, Bamvakais, Newsham  
 & Miller, PC
Emerson
Employees Community Fund of  
 Boeing St. Louis
Employees Community Fund of  
 Boeing Mesa
The William and Rosemary Erman  
 Family Fund of The Greater  
 Cincinnati Foundation
Farmers & Merchants Bank
First Bank
The Flag Loft
Flooring Interiors, Inc.
Follett Higher Education Group
Fontbonne University -  
 Fontbonne Staff Association
Fontbonne University Athletics
Ford Motor Company Fund  
 Matching Gift
Frame Solutions, Inc.
Frost Electric Supply Corporation
Full Care, Inc.
Gabriel Group
Gateway
Darren George ’89 &  
 The Mirage Band
The Gifted Gardener
Grand Center, Inc.
C. Grantham Co.
Great Eight Cinema
Grey Eagle Distributors, Inc.
Group Health Plan
Hastings & Chivetta Architects, Inc.
Heart of the Ozarks Athletics
John Heger Realtors
Hooters of South County
Jerome L. Howe, Inc.
IBM Matching Grants Program
Jackson Brothers Companies
Johnson Controls Foundation
JustGive
Kay-Bee Electric Co.
Kennelwood Village
King Chemical
KJWW Engineering Consultants
Kolping Kicks Soccer Club
Kutis Funeral Home
Ladue Florist, Inc.
Landmark Environmental  
 Associates, Inc.
Joseph and Joan Lipic Foundation
Johnny Londoff Chevrolet, Inc.
Lordo’s Diamonds
Bill Magan Associates  
 Sporting Goods
Makovec Photography
Mari De Villa Retirement Center
J.M. Marschuetz Construction Co.
MasterCard International Matching  
 Gifts Program
Bob McEwan Construction, Inc.
Mellon Bank, N.A.
Metropolitan Life/New England  
 Financial
Mid American Coaches, Inc.
Missouri Arts Council
Missouri State Bank & Trust Co.
Missourians for a Better Life
Morgan Keegan & Company, Inc.
Morgenthaler’s Cleaners, Inc.
Mulligan Printing
New Lady Fitness
Nordmann Photography
Nu-Way Real Estate Co.
Orthopedic Associates, LLC
J. Pagano Automotive Group, Inc.
PAR
The Pasta House Company
Pharmacia Retiree Matching Gifts
Phelps County Regional  
 Medical Center
Phoenix Photography
Pillsbury Marketing
Port Salon & Day Spa
PowersGroup, Inc.
Procter & Gamble
Purviance & Company Marketing  
 Communications
Quail Creek Golf Club
RABCO Midwest, Inc.
Ravetta Photography, Inc.
The Regional Arts Commission
Regions Bank Trust &  
 Investment Group
Peggy and Jerry Ritter Family Fund  
 of the Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund 
 based on the recommendation of  
 Mr. and Mrs. Jerry E. Ritter 
Riverfront Times
Ruiz Mexican Cuisine, Inc.
Saks Fifth Avenue
SBC Foundation
SBC Yellow Pages, Inc.
Schiller’s Camera & Video
Scott-Lee Company
SDM Company
The Service Bureau
The Silver Lady
Lawrence E. Smith & Associates, Inc.
Smith Barney, Inc.
Sportsman’s Park
stldigital.com
Stumpf Development Corp.
Suburban Journals of  
 Greater St. Louis
Sun-Days Tanning, LLC
Superior Waterproofing &  
 Restoration Co., Inc.
Telle Tire and Auto Service, Inc.
The Toberson Group
The Trane Company
Tri-Tec, Inc.
U.S. Bancorp Foundation
United Healthcare of the Midwest
Trudy B. and John D. Valentine Fund  
 of the Greater St. Louis  
 Community Foundation based on  
 the recommendation of  
 Ms. Trudy Busch Valentine
Verizon Foundation
Walgreen Corporation
The Westin St. Louis
S. M. Wilson
Wolf Hollow Golf Club
Woody’s
TRIBUTE GIFTS
 IN HONOR OF ...
Mary Carol Anth, CSJ ’57
 Ann Pace, CSJ ’62
 Mary Agnes Puricelli, CSJ ’65
 Rita Marie Schmitz, CSJ ’66
Vidal Dickerson
 Claire Roach ’59
Dr. Dennis C. Golden
 Dennis and Mary Donnelly
Helen Guyol ’41
 Joseph and Kathleen McShane
 The Robert McShane Family
Frances Kane, CSJ ’44
 Claire Roach ’59
Valeria Krummenacher
 Scott Krummenacher  
  and Amie Shea ’03
Rochelle Moelm ’04
 Zachary Fleck
Meghan Mueller ’03
 Claire Roach ’59
MEMORIAL GIFTS  
 IN MEMORY OF ...
John Joseph Bezdek, CSJ ’36
 Mary Ann Mulligan, CSJ ’57
Katharine Boos ’92
 Mary Carol Anth, CSJ ’57 
 Luis and Debbie Campos 
 Cynthia Deffry 
 Hazelwood School District 
 Margery Holland 
 Joann Augsburger Jana ’74 
 Janet and Newell Knight, Jr. 
 David Krauss 
 Narcisse Laidlaw and  
  Margaret Bogosian 
 Linda and Jeff Laming 
 Clifford and Celeste Lane 
 Barbara Lowenbaum 
 Joseph and Ann Nosek 
 Audrey and Roy Overholt 
 Megan Nangle Riley 
 Riverside Brookfield High School  
  Class of 1945 
 Doug and Susan Schulz 
 Stephen and Barbara Stolz 
 Back & Neck Care Center  
 of Webster Groves 
  Mr. and Mrs. H. Bilbrey 
  Mr. and Mrs. L. Campos 
  Mr. and Mrs. S. Garrigan 
  Mr. D. Lane 
  Dr. and Mrs. J. T. Lane 
  Mr. and Mrs. M. Lane
Charles F. Brown, Jr., Ph.D. 
 M. Janine Goodale and  
  Rennae Pierce 
 Elizabeth Lunney 
 Mary Yanko
Dr. Madonna Houltram Brown ’68 
 Francine Endicott  
  Armstrong, Ph.D. ’68 
 Susan Kelley Bick ’68 
 F. Patricia Cassidy 
 Julie Ann Peuquet Charlson ’68 
 Marlynn Curley Kelsch ’68 
 Carol Redding Nauman ’68 
 Jene Randolph O’Blennis ’68 
 Kyllene McClintock Oder ’68 
 Mary Kenny Quintin ’68 
 Mary Ellen Mack Schuppe ’68 
 Marie Duffy Sinnett ’68 
 Nancy Bailey Sokol ’68 
 Susan Swain, SL ’68 
 Judith Bousson Teague ’68 
 Barbara Lee Wolpert ’68
Betty Haemerle Broz ’47 
 Mary Cox 
 Duane Decker and Bill Crawford 
 Heidi Gibbs 
 Russ and Eileen Haemmerle 
 Loni Hansel 
 John and Judy Hayward 
 Mary Rose and George Heil 
 Patrick and Madonna Hogan 
 Frank and Lois May 
 Donald and Jean McGuire 
 Daniel and Helen Miller 
 Helen Newman 
 Richard and Karen Nicoletti
 Alice Zipf O’Rourke 
 Mary Roach 
 Bernhard and LaVerne Schuler 
 Joseph and Mary Stewart 
 Robert and Susan Zeller
Edward J. and Colette M. O’Brien  
 Charitable Gift Fund of the Fidelity 
 Charitable Gift Fund based on the  
 recommendation of  
 Dr. and Mrs. Edward J. O’Brien, Jr.
Pepsi-Cola Company
RubinBrown LLP
Shannon O’Tools & Safety
Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet,  
 St. Louis Province
U.S. Bank
Mr. and Mrs. Leo V. Devine 
 Drs. Robert and Joyce  
  Devine ’51 Woolsey
Florence Fiedler 
 Connie Fiedler McManus ’52
Francis Kinkel 
 Robert and Mary Gronemeyer
Bud Langhi 
 John and Marilee Barry
Adriana Mercurio Mueller ’37 
 Andrea M. Mueller Henske ’68
Virginia Ascher O’Hara 
 Andrew Wenner 
 John Wenner 
 Mark Wenner
Dr. and Mrs. John Mead Sloan 
 Kathleen Sloan ’38
Alfred A. Speer II 
 Pamela Cusanelli
Stephanie Stueber, CSJ ’36 
 1977 Alumni 
 Bill and Mary Abkemeier 
 Elizabeth Ahrens, CSJ ’59 
 Rev. Mr. and Mrs. David Amelotti  
  (Elizabeth Ann Miller ’77) 
 Anonymous 
 Anonymous 
 Anonymous 
 Mary Carol Anth, CSJ ’57 
 Rosemarie Archangel ’52 
 Barbara Atteln ’67 
 Madonna Mueller Atwood ’75 
 Noel Hackmann Barrett ’65 
 Helene Barton 
 Lil Baumann, CSJ 
 Rose and Lawrence Baumstark 
 Elaine and Lawrence Bell 
 Carolyn Caudle Berra ’76 
 Mr. and Mrs. Donald E. Binz  
  (Marietta Saunders ’53) 
 Mary L. Black ’69 
 Mr. and Mrs. Van-Lear Black III 
 Jerry M. Bladdick 
 Dr. and Mrs. Robert E. Bolinske  
  (Anne Kramolowsky ’47) 
 Susan Lewis Broom ’78 
 Jeffrey Brown 
 Joyce Buckler, CSJ ’57 
 Donald Burgo, Ph.D. 
 Robert Butler 
 Margaret Camper, CSJ ’51 
 Jeanne Hochenedel Carmack ’68 
 Joan Casey, CSJ ’61 
 Mr. and Mrs. Thomas F. Caspari  
  (DeDe Dallas ’66) 
 James and Karen  
  Clark ’98 Castellano 
 Marilyn Stoll Chambers ’66 
 Sr. Ann Chamblin, CSJ ’56 
 Anne Niemeier Clifford ’59 
 Matteo and Kathleen  
  Atchity ’66 Coco 
 Lynne Cooper ’73 
 Marian Cowan, CSJ ’65 
 Elizabeth Cowie 
 Linda Cronin 
 Mary Cummings ’61 
 Pamela Cusanelli 
 Mary Charity Dalton, CSJ 
 Catherine Gallas Deutsch ’73 
Gifts/Grants made July 1, 2004 - June 30, 2005 * deceased 3332
VOLUNTEERS   (continued)
Joan Buxton Falk ’65
D. Douglas Farmer ’84
Yvonne Shaul Farmer ’84
Amee H. Feager-Davis ’02
Eleanor Halloran Ferry ’63
Genevieve “Janie” Bianchi Fick ’54
Dorris Patton Finnegan ’98 MBA ’03
Dorothy M. Fleck ’69
David T. Foote ’01
Catherine “Cat” A. Forder ’02 
Margaret “Maggie” Gunn Fowler ’64
Bob Frank
Vicki Frank
Elizabeth “Beth” Frey ’02 MS ’03
Emily A. Gabrisch ’03
Wilma Ellis Gaston ’94
Karen DeGuire Gedera ’65
Wilma Barton Gentry ’03
Darren P. George ’89
Maureen Kelly George ’63
Denise R. Gerst ’99
Betty Baerveldt Glickert ’51
Monica Golden
Patrick “Pat” L. Goodenough ’96
Bill C. Gossett ’05
Theresa M. Guempel ’89
Kathleen “Kate” Toohey Gunn ’65
Margaret Rose Guzzardo, CSJ ’67
Biff Hackmann
Christopher “Chris” D. Hamlett
Lisa M. Hanfelder
Jane “Mitch” Mitchellette  
 Hanneken ’52
Lori M. Hanneken ’89
Elizabeth Kozelka Harris ’75
Jane Kehoe Hassett, CSJ
Becky Heft
Laura Heft, Ph.D.
Monica Heft
Dorothy Lynch Hellweg ’54
Tom Herweck ’02
Margaret A. Hesse ’89
Sally Hight
Rochelle Nashville Hill ’78 
Brian Hoener ’99
Mary Ann Vatterott Holden ’59
Jane Holtgrave
Jane Benson Hornby ’74
Arthur “Art” Hunborg
Delores Isbell-Clayton ’94
Beverly Jackson
Jennifer “Jenn” M. Jakubowski ’00
Barbara Veidt Jenkins ’60
Janice “Jan” Jenkins Jennings ’70
Blanche M. Johnson ’98
Jennifer L. Jorel ’00 MA ’03
Anthony “Tony” Keene ’01 MBA ’03
Mary P. Kennedy ’00
Rosalynn W. Kessler ’69
Joyce Kettenhofen ’96
Jeanne Phillipp Kleiner ’54
Cindy Koehler
Teresa Moore Kohnen ’79
Linda Kralina
Mary Rose Enderlin LaMear ’64
Anita Buie Lamont ’69
David P. Lawson ’99
Jalena K. Leong-Martinez ’01
Ronald “Ron” A. Lewis II ’03
Kathleen “Katie” Madras Lochner ’54
John Londoff, Jr.
Terese “Tres” Lyons Malecek ’52
Susan “Sue” Metzger Maloney ’54
Anita M. Manion ’05
Bernice Tobben Marquart ’89
Erica Marquart ’05
Emily Aschinger Martin ’91
Suzanne “Sue”  
 Stuckenschneider McAtee ’85
Colene E. McEntee ’04
Beverly Bledsoe McCabe ’69
Phelim McCabe
Kathy Bryant  
 McClain-Thomas ’02 MBA ’05
Deanna McClintock
Rebecca “Becky”  
 McDermott ’83 MS ’88
Kathleen “Kathy”  
 McCoy McGinnis ’65
Dino McKinney ’91
Lee McKinney
Carol McCormick McTigue ’59
Sue Collins Meara ’54
Karen Meis Meyer ’99
Patrice “Patty” S. Meyer
Jacqueline “Jackie” Post Miller ’58
Jennifer M. Millikan ’96
Theresa Mitchell
Brian S. Moore ’01 MBA ’03
Marla D. Moore ’00 MM ’02
Kathleen “Katie”  
 Deimeke Morrow ’00
Meghan E. Mueller ’03
Sandra “Sandy” A. Mulitsch ’00
Peggy Musen
Jim Muskopf
Lucy Griesedieck Nile ’80
Colette Crowley O’Brien ’65
Sally Church O’Connell ’60
Mary Catherine O’Gorman, CSJ ’54
Martha “Marty”  
 Holloran O’Grady ’64
Marianne Pelletier O’Malley ’65
Julia Roerkohl Okenfuss ’60
Grace Bowman Paddock ’79
Antoinette “Toni” Fabbio Pagano ’78
Francine Harris Page ’74
Cheryl A. Patrick ’95 MBA ’99
Kenneth R. Patterson ’98
Joe Pepe
Bonnye Brimmer Perry ’63
Pamela J. Peters ’01
Christina “Christy”  
 Callanan Pogue ’99
Ruth Kloud Politte ’61
James Porter ’02
Louise Bayot Prindable ’59
Keith D. Quigley ’94 MBA ’01
Michelle White Quigley ’94
Rosemary Mantia Quigley ’67
Ruth Margaret Raupp, CSJ ’43
Tabetha Phegley Reece ’02
Jan Stelloh Reilly ’66
Andrea B. Roberts ’04
Penny Holecek Rocco ’66
Paula Rosmanitz ’01
Deborah Rothweiler ’74
Ann Rotermund ’70
Mary T. Rott
Mary Martin Schenkenberg ’66
Marianne Percy Schmidt ’60
Rita Marie Schmitz, CSJ ’66
Virginia “Ginny”  
 Hartlieb Schrappen ’65
Felicia A. Scott ’94 MBA ’99
William H. Scott ’04
Jean M. Sellberg ’03
Kathryn “Katie” Adams Seppi ’99
Victoria Bayot Sharp ’63
Marti Spilker Shedron ’98
Don Shifter
Mary Dot Simmons ’74
Julia T. Simpson ’89
Patricia “Trish” Marsh Sinner ’63
Beth A. Smith MBA ’03
Marianne Catanzaro Smith ’64
Bryan J. Smith ’04
Carol Conway Spehr ’63
Judith “Judy” Gelmi Stagoski ’63
Lyn Oberreither Steger ’79
Robyn Steiner
James “Jim” G.  
 Steinkoetter ’00 MBA ’05
Joanne Steinkoetter
Laura Landgraf Steinmann ’79
Mary Ann Kuhlman Stohr ’53
William “Bill” L. Stokes ’97
Judy Goltschman Sturm ’73
Jacquè Collier Sullivan ’61
Mary Ernat Sutkus ’66
Nanette M. Swarthout ’99
Gaylee Taylor
Edith Peete Thomas ’60
Josephine L. Varvarigos
Julie M. Venegoni ’03
Darlene Diel Wagner ’94
Jesse A. Walter ’03
Judith “Judy” Lexa Walther ’60
Carrie Wenberg
Theodore “Ted” Wenzlick ’99
Mary Beth Olyniec Westhoff ’64
Marlene Block Westrom ’60
Elizabeth Hartmann Wilder ’94
Sue Guhman Wilkes ’60
Carol Puetz Wilmes ’93
Loretta Giblin Wittenberg ’60
Linda Nienhaus Yonce ’72
Carolyn Carroll Zwart ’60
REUNION CLASS SCHOLARSHIP DONORS
Madeline Alcamo ’54
Anonymous
Kathleen Kenny Arenz ’69
Margaret Abbott Bagwell ’59
Mary L. Black ’69
Nancy Raupp Blanton ’54
Ruth Ann Hell Brooks ’69
Gloria Sughero Chinavare ’69
Anne Niemeier Clifford ’59
Kathleen Cullen ’69
Joan K. Donnelly ’79
Judith Hose Echelmeyer ’69
Gina S. Ernst ’59
Genevieve Bianchi Fick ’54
Margaret Gunn Fowler ’64 
Ann S. Frey ’59
Ellen Marie Gavin, CSJ ’54
Susan Bulte Geraghty ’59
Doris Gibbons ’54
Theresa Guempel ’89
Dorothy Lynch Hellweg ’54
Margaret Hesse ’89
Mary Ann Vatterott Holden ’59
Tecumshea Holmes, Sr. ’03
Joann Augsburger Jana ’74
Mary Ellen Zwisler Kelly ’54
Maureen A. Kennedy ’69
Virginia Wegener Keutzer ’59
Steven King ’03
Jeanne Phillipp Kleiner ’54
Ellen Stratmann Knebel ’54
Anita Buie Lamont ’69
Kathleen Madras Lochner ’54
Helen Mayer Maragni ’54
Bernice Marquart ’89
Donna McCarthy ’79
Colene McEntee ’04
Lisa Pietroburgo Meyer ’03
Ann Middleton ’69
Jane Robey Mudd ’54
Judy Brischetto Murnan ’69
Mary Ellen Murphy ’63
Anna Suetsugu Nomura ’54
Mary Catherine O’Gorman, CSJ ’54
Martha Holloran O’Grady ’64
Margaret Pautler ’54
Mary Waldorf Peterson ’54
Mary Dee Montie Reitz ’64
Adele Rothan, CSJ ’69
Roseanne Siebert, CSJ ’64
Claire Hess Smith ’54
Marianne Catanzaro Smith ’64
Karen Jungewaelter Thaman ’64
Mary Ellen Schaefer  
 Vander Linden ’64
Claire Saenger Weiler ’59
Julie Welch ’99
Elizabeth Werle ’99
Mary Olyniec Westhoff ’64
Virginia Hovious Wieck ’54
Charlotte Rice Wiedel ’64
Jacqueline Nowak Wink ’54
Kathleen Sappington Woodworth ’64
Mary Dorley Works ’59
Wauneen Wilkins Younge ’54
ALUMNI
CLASS OF ’30
Jeanette Hartman Weinrich
CLASS OF ’31
Lucille McDonald 
CLASS OF ’33
Dorothy Gruber Nonnenkamp
CLASS OF ’34
Ruth Higgins Davis
Anne C. Meyer*
CLASS OF ’35
Leontone Meyer
CLASS OF ’36
Catherine Smith Dodson
Stephanie Stueber, CSJ*
CLASS OF ’37
Frances Dolan Holloran
Mrs. Eugene McBride (Marie Jostes)
Daphne C. Ramirez
Sr. Jean Fontbonne Sandweg, CSJ
CLASS OF ’38
Mary E. Haider Flynn
Kathleen Sloan
CLASS OF ’39
Joy Locke Bauers
Catherine Knaapen Hurd*
Mary Jane Helm King
CLASS OF ’40
Mary Margaret Birch
Rose Marie Brueggemann Geoghegan
Helen Kleir Younghouse
CLASS OF ’41
Alice C. Fredericks
Isabelle Mansour
Julia Saab Schieszer
CLASS OF ’42
Josephine Beckley*
Ruth McNamara Hellrung*
Helen Badaracco Ravarino
Marie Sansone Zucchero
CLASS OF ’43
Virginia Schindler Audrain
Mrs. Marjorie Belknap
Rosemary Connell, CSJ
Jane Kostedt Ellerbrake
Cecilia Hederman
Katherine T. Hernan
Anna Rose Kraus, CSJ
Rosemary Galanis Maloney
Gayle Bardgett McDonough
Ruth Margaret Raupp, CSJ
Mary Costello Shanks
MEMORIAL GIFTS  (continued)
 IN MEMORY OF ...
 Leo and Connie  
  Boschert Diekman ’72 
 Marilyn Schmidt Diel ’65 
 Gary Dierks ’93 
 Carol Dillon 
 Rosanne Landholt Donato ’87 
 Geraldine L. Dotzler ’67 
 Barbara Lynn Dreher, CSJ 
 Catherine Dulle ’73 
 Meneve Dunham 
 Rose Girard Eccardt ’59 
 Marlene Kappler Eichacker ’60 
 Nancy English 
 Judith Failoni, Ph.D. 
 Francine Kennedy Feagan ’69 
 Juliana Marie Feld, CSJ ’64 
 Mary Ferguson ’65 
 Mary Ann Brahm Ferrara ’57 
 Dorothy Fleck ’69 
 James and Barbara  
  Priesmeyer ’70 Forst
 Edwin and Margaret  
  Gunn ’64 Fowler 
 Mr. and Mrs. G. R. Fox 
 Victoria and Robert Frank 
 Ann S. Frey ’59 
 William Friedman, Ph.D. 
 Carl ’96 and Rita Jean  
  Solovitz ’65 Fust 
 Joann Gabris 
 Gordon L. Garner 
 Susan McGuire Geile ’70 
 Sister Jane Elizabeth Gerard, CSJ ’59 
 Carol Giblin ’57 
 Liz Gilbert ’45 
 Patricia Ann Giljum, CSJ ’65 
 Betty Baerveldt Glickert ’51 
 George S. Graff 
 Kathryn Graves 
 Richard Greenberg and  
  Claire Schenk 
 Karen Tinkham Griesedieck ’77 
 Charlene Grieshaber, CPPS ’63 
 Mary Guinn 
 Donna Loretto Gunn, CSJ ’61 
 Margaret Guzzardo, CSJ ’67 
 Kathryn Hackman 
 Mary Tobias Hagan, CSJ ’64 
 Bruce W. Halliday 
 Jane “Mitch”ellette Hanneken ’52 
 Alice E. Harper ’70 
 Jane Hassett, CSJ 
 Larry Hays 
 Cecilia Hederman ’43 
 Loretta Ann Hennekes, CSJ ’58 
 Angeline Marino Heumann ’58 
 Mary Ann Hilgeman, CSJ ’65 
 Joan Kristof Hoffmann ’64 
 Mrs. Jerome Holden  
  (Rosejoan Kisling ’45) 
 Mary Ann Vatterott Holden ’59 
 Bill and Barbara  
  Gutting ’61 Hollenbeck 
 Frances Dolan Holloran ’37 
 Sharon Jackson ’96 
 Joann Augsburger Jana ’74 
 Patricia Cobb Jones ’66 
 Maureen A. Kennedy ’69 
 Kathryn Kitslaar, CSJ ’60 
 Don and Cindy Koehler 
 Herb and Ruth Krehbiel 
 Linda Kurz ’61 
 Mary Rose Enderlin LaMear ’64 
 Anita Buie Lamont ’69 
 Joan Lampton, CSJ ’61 
 Jacqueline Taylor Lederer ’55
 Mary Lou Meyer Lenkman ’64 
 Peggy Liggett 
 Ellen Lissant 
 Joanne Poelker Loftus ’72 
 Gilda Ortiz Lugo ’56 
 Tres Lyons Malecek ’52 
 Jeanne Manley 
 Claude and Kay Martin ’55 
 Jeanene Schmidt Mascia ’63 
 Joan McKinley ’66 
 Lee and June McKinney 
 Russell McMahan 
 Connie Fiedler McManus ’52 
 Dr. and Mrs. John J. McNamara 
  (Norrine Gibbons ’46) 
 Anne C. Meyer ’34*
 Judith and David Meyer 
 Leontone Meyer ’35 
 Rosemary Jaclyn Meyer ’44 
 Francis and Jacqueline  
  Post ’58 Miller 
 Theresa Mitchell 
 Judith Cyran Mold ’70 
 Mary Anne Schneider Monika ’77 
 James and Jeanne Dulle ’81 Moore 
 Carol Halleck Moppins ’68 
 Muriel Kennah Morgan ’60 
 Dr. and Mrs. Donald W. Moriarty 
 Meghan Mueller ’03 
 Sister Ann Murray, CSJ ’65 
 Peggy and Jerry Musen 
 James Muskopf, Ph.D. 
 Rosalind Weesner Nadeau ’67 
 Stephen Newman 
 Elizabeth Ney, CSJ ’66 
 Lucy Griesedieck Nile ’80  
  & David Nile 
 Dorothy Gruber Nonnenkamp ’33 
 James and Rosemary  
  Erman Noonan ’45 
 Carol Haefner O’Brien ’61 
 Edward and Colette  
  Crowley ’65 O’Brien 
 Martha Holloran O’Grady ’64 
 Rosemary O’Malley, CSJ ’61 
 Colette Shea O’Rourke ’77 
 Mrs. Robert Osterholt  
  (Henrietta Binder ’45) 
 Chris and Antoinette  
  Fabbio ’78 Pagano 
 Ruth Politte ’61 
 PowersGroup, Inc. 
 Ruth Margaret Raupp, CSJ ’43 
 Claire Roach ’59 
 Barbara Ann Rubinelli ’61 
 Alberta Anne Ruys, CSJ ’52
 Helen Ryan, CSJ ’62 
 Salle Carl Scharf ’75 
 Dorothy Scheidler, CSJ ’59 
 Mary Martin Schenkenberg ’66 
 Barbara Schmidt Schlueter ’70 
 Margaret Schmidt, CSJ ’59 
 Rita Marie Schmitz, CSJ ’66 
 Colleen Schoendienst ’73 
 Joanne Eisele Schroeder ’61 
 Gene and Kathleen Schwarting 
 Rose Shapiro 
 Adolphine Brungardt Shaw ’64 
 Eleanor Agnes Sheehan, CSJ ’56 
 Dr. Milton and Denalee  
  Benson ’47 Sheinbein 
 Sister Mary Shryock, CSJ ’58 
 Patricia Marsh Sinner ’63 
 Helen Skoff 
 Kathleen Sloan ’38 
 Marianne Catanzaro Smith ’64
 Martha Smith, CSJ ’52 
 James and Carol  
  Conway ’63 Spehr 
 John and Audrey  
  Naumann ’43 Steinfeld 
 Almut Stephan-Marino ’02 
 Hon. Donald and Mary Ann  
  Kuhlman ’53 Stohr 
 Joanne Arnold Strathearn ’71 
 Frank and Ruth O’Neill ’52 Stroble 
 Alan and Bonnie Stueber 
 Lawrence and Mary Alison Suda 
 Patricia C. Tessler ’77 
 Karen Jungewaelter Thaman ’64 
 Jane Theissen 
 Penney Thomas 
 Dr. Fred and Ling ’01 Thumin 
 Maryellen Tierney, CSJ ’64 
 Anita L. Tissi ’78 
 Rudolph and Ann  
  Walsh ’77 Torrini
 Libby Snyders Travers ’74 
 Margaret Eugene Tucker, CSJ ’55 
 Nancy Stigers Valenta ’60 
 John and Joan Bayot ’66 Vatterott 
 Wolfgang and Janie von Wolfseck
 Christine Vonder Haar ’77 
 Mary Menne Wainscott, Ph.D. ’68
 Afra Leavitt Walker ’59 
 Bill and Toni Walker 
 Georgia Walker, CSJ 
 Marcia Walsh ’65
 Timothy and Jane  
  Fowler ’96 Walsh 
 Jerry and Jeanette  
  Altepeter ’70 Wamser 
 Rev. Joseph A. Weber, Jr. 
 Caroline Wenberg 
 Mary Olyniec Westhoff ’64
 Rev. Msgr. Jerome F. Wilkerson 
 Louise Wilkerson
 Judith Willard ’81 
 Dr. and Mrs. Timothy J. Willard 
 Anne L. Williams ’65 
 Patricia Schwan Williams ’75 
 Randi and Jim Wilson 
 Mary Kay Duncan Wolfe ’73 
 Judy and Michael Woodruff 
 Mary Joan Woods ’68
 Drs. Robert and Joyce  
  Devine ’51 Woolsey 
 Gary and Denese Zack 
 Dorothy Westhoff Zeitinger ’52 
 Marie Sansone Zucchero ’42 
 David and Carolyn  
  Carroll ’60 Zwart
Lawrence C. Suda 
 Herb and Ruth Krehbiel 
 MPP&W, P.C. 
 Alan and Bonnie Stueber 
 Craig and Virginia Van Sciever
Mary Alice Stueber Suda ’48 
 Craig and Virginia Van Sciever
Warren Thompson 
 Mary Carol Anth, CSJ ’57
Mary Leona Hall Weber ’31 
 Rev. Joseph A. Weber, Jr.
Linda Zechmeister, CPPS 
 Katherine Wilson ’04
LEGACY SOCIETY
Diane Medic Abernathy ’71
Rev. Mr. and Mrs. David Amelotti 
 (Elizabeth Ann Miller ’77)
Anonymous
Anonymous ’49*
Rosemarie Archangel ’52
Arlene Toeben Bakula ’59
Cheryl Berman Beaver ’78
Elizabeth Bertke
Dolores Kinsella Box ’49
Capt. Pauline Bozdech-Veater ’71
Mary Jeanne Gertken Brady ’65
Sarah Morris Brickel ’66
Elise Byrne ’39
Igino and Kathleen Caira
Joyce Culpepper ’63
Linda Kemper Daniels ’69
Neil and Betty Huber ’62 Drozeski
Meneve Dunham
Rosalie Millman Efken ’56
Mr. and Mrs. William Erman  
 (Rosemary Fitzburgh ’57)
Catherine Esser ’37
Mary Ferguson ’65
Kathy Murphy Geronimo ’72
Maurine Reiser Gerwig ’50
Dr. Dennis C. and Monica A. Golden
George S. Graff
James and Lee Hynek ’63 Gunn
Jane Hassett, CSJ
Cecilia Hederman ’43
Angeline Marino Heumann ’58
Veronica Grob Hicks ’68
Margaret Hyatt ’47
Mary Jackson ’91
Dorothea Wells James ’42
Pamela Sloofman Kanter ’73
William Sanders III and Karen  
 Keefer-Sanders, M.D. ’82
Virginia Kelahan ’36
Mary Lou Miller Kleine ’57
Deborah Bergfeld Levy ’81
Vincent S. Lipe ’79
Jeff and Sandra Vlach ’88 Lorber
Phyllis Schmidt Lorek ’58
Ann Bischof Mathis ’41
Victoria McGee-Harris
Lee and June McKinney
Dr. and Mrs. John J. McNamara  
 (Norrine Gibbons ’46)
Anne C. Meyer ’34*
Leontone Meyer ’35
Rosemary Jaclyn Meyer ’44
Francis and Jacqueline Post ’58 Miller
James and Jeanne Dulle ’81 Moore
Dorothy Moyle ’38*
Lucile O’Gorman
Martha Holloran O’Grady ’64
Mrs. Julia (Roerkohl) Okenfuss ’60
Mel Patton
Pierce and Susan Powers, Jr.
Julie Percy Quinn ’63
Martha Re ’58
Claire Roach ’59
Barbara Ann Rubinelli ’61
Suzanne Brussman Shaw ’55
Mary O’Keefe Simpson ’85
Mary McCubbin Sinclair ’82
Kathleen Sloan ’38
Roger Spiller
Shirley Jahoda Stanley ’64
John and Audrey  
 Naumann ’43 Steinfeld
Mary C. Steuterman, MD ’73
Myra Foulke Styffe ’87
Bernadine N. Thien ’49
Nancy Murphy Thro ’55
Kenneth and Mary Jo  
 Drager ’70 Voertman
Priscilla Waring
Theodore Wenzlick ’99
VOLUNTEERS
Barbara A. Altman ’65
Elizabeth “Betty” Miller Amelotti ’77
Dave Amelotti
Carroll Anderson ’99
Christina Anderson ’03
Pearlie Hopson Anderson ’94
Mary Carol Anth, CSJ ’57
Alane Dent Antoine ’84
Angela “Angie” Barrale Barrow ’02
Shera Baker
Jennifer Geisler Becker ’02
Elaine Bell
Angela S. Bell ’04
Amie Walker Bemke ’99
Mary Donnelly Black ’69
Jerry M. Bladdick
Nancy Blattner
Barbara H. Bledsoe ’96
Helaine McCaffrey Boland ’66
Jenna Bollinger ’03 MA ’04
Kerry Dyer Borawski ’96 
Michael “Mike” A. Borawski ’95
Christopher “Kit” Breshears
Kristen E. Brokaw ’98
Vicki Bold Brooks ’99
Jeff Brown
Rosemary Bell Brunson ’02
Patricia “Patti” J. Bubash ’74
Bruce F. Buwalda ’99
Karen Minshall Byington ’89
Jeanne Leritz Callahan ’51
Terence “Terry” L. Carlton ’94
Karen Clark Castellano ’98
Anne Niemeier Clifford ’59
Jane Cocalis
Jennifer K. Cole ’03
Linda Cronin
Jennifer “Jenni” L. Current ’99 MA ’04 
Kathy Curtis
Rachel Curtis ’04
Pam Cusanelli
Marilyn Montileone Dell’Orco ’61
Catherine “Cathy” Gallas  
 Deutsch ’73
Constance “Connie”  
 Boschert Diekman ’72
Eileen Madden Diel ’97 MS ’97
Marilyn Schmidt Diel ’65
Joe Dierker
Sue Dierker
Carol Dillon
Paul Dillon
Daniel R. Domagalski ’03
Mike Drone
Sabrina C. Dydo ’03
Judith “Judy” Hose Echelmeyer ’69
Julie Daniel Edwards ’93
Gina Borelli Ernst ’59
Nick Espiritu
Patricia Etter
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Carole Sullivan Scaring 
Joanne Eisele Schroeder 
Patricia Stack Seiler 
Carol Tighe Sheldon 
Ms. Donna Rae Smith 
Sister George Antoinette  
 Vander Loop, CSJ 
Doris Prag Wilson
CLASS OF ’62
Kathleen Brady Andria
Mary Matejka Behrmann 
Mary Villa Bersche 
Theresa Kochanski Davidson 
Betty Huber Drozeski 
Joan Filla, CSJ 
Roxanne Weyerich Kroeger 
Sue Levin 
Anita (Apprill) Ohlhausen
Carolyn Osiek, RSCJ 
Ann Pace, CSJ 
Kathleen Ann Schoen 
LaVerne Eskstein Weishaar 
Lynda Langhi Wright 
CLASS OF ’63
Jeannine Arasim Bastean 
Elnor Engelhard Betzold 
Sheila Brown Christensen 
Judith Clarke Dwyer 
Carmen Griffard Eliasson 
Janet Feager, CSJ 
Eleanor Halloran Ferry
Sandra J. Fowler 
Joan Theis Gagnepain 
Gail Hornsby Gauthier 
Margaret Schmitt Gehring 
Maureen Kelly George 
Mary Ann Hoffman Goedeker 
Margaret Mary Gregg, CSJ 
Charlene Grieshaber, CPPS 
Mary Lee “Britt” Gund 
Lee Hynek Gunn
Mary Ann Joyce-Walter 
Glorianna Porter L’Ecuyer 
Barbara Grush Lind 
Margaret Lyons 
Barbara Daly Marquez 
Jeanene Schmidt Mascia 
Barbara Kadlec McDonough 
Doris Masek Meyer 
Diana Johnson Mulick 
Mary Ellen Murphy 
Sr. Mary Ann Nestel, CSJ 
Mary Ann Noonan 
Bonnye Brimmer Perry 
Mary Coughlin Pinney 
Mary Louise Langdon Preis
Julie Percy Quinn 
Mary Eileen Deck Rabbitt 
Ruth Boland Sawatzki 
Dixie Lee Moye Schuff 
Victoria Bayot Sharp 
Patricia Marsh Sinner 
Carol Conway Spehr
Judith Gelmi Stagoski 
Carol Weber Szweda 
Mary Beth O’Connor Tilling 
Anne Latta Toohey 
Judith Toohill, Esq. 
Kathleen Sarhage Zielinski 
Mrs. Rosemary Coleman Zone 
CLASS OF ’64
Geraldine Boehler Angoli 
Henrietta Bahr Basler 
Anne Welch Bauman 
Barbara Belovich Beckerman
Pat Koeln Beech 
Julianne Lamm Blow 
Barbara Smith Burger 
Barbara Farrell Contat 
Marianne Kutz Cook 
Juliana Marie Feld, CSJ 
Margaret Gunn Fowler
Carolyn Narmont Gordon 
Kathleen Pugh Griffin 
Mary Tobias Hagan, CSJ 
Margaret Winkelmann Harder 
Judi Heller (Swimley) 
Joan Kristof Hoffmann 
Carolyn Kuciejczyk Johnson
Ruth Hostler Kerr 
Bernice Zygmunt Krauze 
Mary Rose Enderlin LaMear 
Mary Lou Meyer Lenkman 
Carole Vogel Leslie 
Barbara Langendorf McManus 
Kathy Keller Merdian 
Lynne Lockhart Meyer 
Julia Gaul Meyer 
Peggy Brachtesend Miller 
Martha Holloran O’Grady 
Diane Pott 
Kathleen Regan, CSJ 
Mary Dee Montie Reitz 
Barbara Bollwerk Roddy 
Judith Hegedus Ruder 
Elizabeth Vernile Scherz 
Adolphine Brungardt Shaw 
Roseanne Siebert, CSJ 
Marianne Catanzaro Smith 
Karen Jungewaelter Thaman 
Maryellen Tierney, CSJ 
Mary Ellen Schaefer Vander Linden 
Mary Olyniec Westhoff 
Charlotte Rice Wiedel 
Kathleen Sappington Woodworth 
CLASS OF ’65
Noel Hackmann Barrett 
Rafaela Amantea Blum 
Mary Jeanne Gertken Brady 
Mary Kestly Brittnacher 
Diane Calcaterra 
Mary Bockskopf Chubb 
Marian Cowan, CSJ 
Marilyn Schmidt Diel 
Mary Moran Dolan 
Joan Buxton Falk 
Mary Ferguson 
Dr. Roberta Flynn
Rita Jean Solovitz Fust
Mrs. Michael B. Gedera  
 (Karen DeGurie) 
Patricia Ann Giljum, CSJ 
Kathleen Toohey Gunn
Lucille Meyer Hahn 
Angela Harris 
Mary Ann Hilgeman, CSJ 
Patricia Dunn McAllister 
Sister Ann Murray, CSJ 
Colette Crowley O’Brien
Mary Agnes Puricelli, CSJ 
Susan Scherger Rabbitt 
Elaine Rabideau 
Carol Roleke Rotert 
Yvonne DeMange Schenk 
Nancy Gund Simon 
JoLane Oberle Thomas 
Jan Buxton Unterreiner 
Carmeline Strano Utz 
M. Jessica Peeler Ventimiglia 
Marcia Walsh 
Antoinette Quatmann Walters 
Barbara Wetzel 
Anne L. Williams 
Phillis Goedert Wilson 
Dorothy Reichert Wodraska 
CLASS OF ’66
Paula Montie Bakula 
Loretta Beyer, CSJ 
Ellen Conway Bigge 
Nancy Broach 
Mrs. Thomas F. Caspari (DeDe Dallas)
Marilyn Stoll Chambers 
Mary Clark 
Kathleen Atchity Coco
Iris Bliss Denk 
Marianne Dwyer, CSJ 
Patricia Cova Eickhorst 
Mrs. G. R. Fox (Carol)
Joyce George 
Elaine Endicott Heine 
Patricia Cobb Jones 
Florence Keena Juergens 
Julia Kenny Klotz 
Sally Anderson Lukasiewicz 
Joan McKinley 
Elizabeth Ney, CSJ 
Irina Braeuninger Okula 
Cecilia Clever Parchomski 
Beverly Rafter 
Jan Stelloh Reilly 
Linda Bomanz Reuling 
Barbara Langeneckert Rieser 
Penny Holecek Rocco 
Jacolyn Pieper Rolf 
Mary Eileen Romney 
Mary Martin Schenkenberg 
Virginia Hendrick Scherer 
Rita Marie Schmitz, CSJ 
Minerva Jun Stalker 
Sharon Subow 
Mary Sutkus
Joan Bayot Vatterott
Midge Villella 
Kay Lamear Walsh 
CLASS OF ’67
Barbara Atteln 
Jean Borgmeyer Aulbur 
Bettsey Lutz Barhorst, Ph.D. 
Patricia Clune, CSJ 
Geraldine L. Dotzler 
Joan Lamear Duggan 
Mary Sheehan Eckstein 
Judith Wagnitz Foren 
Margaret Guzzardo, CSJ 
Mary Kistner Henroid 
Jeanne Cummings Herzberg 
Kathleen Karbowski, CSJ 
M. Joan Walsh Keiper 
Margaret Mary Moore 
Barbara Deveny Murrell 
Rosalind Weesner Nadeau 
Mary Hutton Perkins 
Patricia Finnegan Potts 
Leah Schneider Preston 
Rosemary Mantia Quigley 
Sharon Barrett Redmond 
Dotty Steele 
Barbara Suellentrop Till 
Carolyn Jaromack Wagner 
CLASS OF ’68
Francine Endicott Armstrong, Ph.D. 
Joan Worseck Bauer 
Susan Kelley Bick 
Patricia Kottenstette Borrok 
Sister Rose Mary Brueggen, CSJ 
Jeanne Hochenedel Carmack 
Julie Ann Peuquet Charlson 
Yvonne Barera Clever 
Mary Dulle Douglass 
Mary Ann Drag 
Beverly Daniel English 
Mary Jon Hentrich Girard 
Andrea M. Mueller Henske 
Veronica Grob Hicks 
Mary Higgins Hummert 
Mrs. David Jones (Barbara Giunta)
Peggy Keilholz 
Marlynn Curley Kelsch 
Mary Ann Burkart Kerr 
Kay Lewandowski 
Jane Hadank Link 
Mary Ann Keiper Mallon 
Norma Baechle Martine 
Mary Schulte Milam 
Mrs. Joy A. Moore 
Carol Halleck Moppins 
Anne Donnelly Mosinski 
Carol Redding Nauman 
Jessie Randazzo Nelke 
Katherine Holt Newell 
Jene Randolph O’Blennis 
Kyllene McClintock Oder 
Cathleen Majka Ott 
Nancy Koeln Picha 
Mary Kenny Quintin 
Susan Fehlber Sanders 
Mary Ellen Mack Schuppe 
Marie Duffy Sinnett 
Erika Bantle Smith 
Nancy Bailey Sokol 
Kitty Neenan Steed 
Susan Swain, SL 
Judith Bousson Teague 
Mary Menne Wainscott, Ph.D. 
Mary Lee Walter 
Mary Bruno Werle
Cheryl Bartlett White 
Maureen Josar Wokurka 
Barbara Lee Wolpert 
Mary Joan Woods 
CLASS OF ’69
Kathleen Kenny Arenz 
Elizabeth Ernst Austin 
Sandra Bellon 
Mary L. Black 
Margaret McNamee Blevins 
Susan Borgel, CPPS 
Ruth Ann Hell Brooks 
Gloria Sughero Chinavare 
Kathleen Cullen 
Linda Kemper Daniels 
Linda DeGuire 
Judith Hose Echelmeyer 
Mary Barr Elliott 
Claudia M. Fechner Ennis 
Francine Kennedy Feagan 
Karen Davinroy Fernandez-Salvador 
Dorothy Fleck 
Ann Sansone Catanzaro Garavaglia 
Laura Ann Gruber, CSJ 
Suzanne Seaman Halloran 
Mary Volansky Hendel 
Linda Mary Laury Husson 
Carol Callier Jakobovits 
Donna Girard Kehres 
Madelynn Janson Kennebeck
Maureen A. Kennedy 
Rosalynn Kessler 
Janet Kuciejczyk, CSJ 
Juanita Morton Kunzler 
Anita Buie Lamont 
Frances Maher, CSJ 
Beverly Bledsoe McCabe 
Kathleen McGinley 
Yvonne Fernau Mess 
Ann Middleton 
Rita Allhoff Mitchell 
Kathleen Michel Moloney 
Judy Brischetto Murnan 
Dela M. Ng (Doerr) 
Maryann Gutierrez Nieweg 
Claudia Schiavone Raab 
Eugenia Rauscher 
Adele Rothan, CSJ 
Kathy Martini Saier 
Anne Price Schmidt 
Arlene Skrob Seymour 
Mary F. Sharek 
Mary Lou Sheppeck 
Marilyn Schmidt Stanhope 
Jacqueline Schallom Stevison 
Anna Mary Teaff 
Diana L. Knapp Townsend 
Rita Columbo Tueth 
Carol Kuehn Voss 
Flo Walsh 
Patti Picco Washburn 
Margaret Reap Wheeler 
CLASS OF ’70
Karen Kresyman Dorsey 
Barbara Priesmeyer Forst
Susan McGuire Geile 
Kathleen Kinnally Glenney 
Alice E. Harper 
Jo Ann Jacobson Holdener 
Jan Jenkins Jennings 
Laura Behrens Keim 
Mary Ryan Kruger
Nancy McCormick Marley 
Kathryn K. McNamara 
Margaret Mitchell 
Judith Cyran Mold 
Ruthanne Ahlemeyer Palmer 
Jane Boeckmann Riley 
Ann Rotermund 
Sr. Leandra Schaller, OSF 
Barbara Schmidt Schlueter 
Marilyn Schneider, CPPS 
Timothy Ann Timmer, CPPS 
Mary Jo Drager Voertman
Jeanette Altepeter Wamser
Marie Altmeyer Wiese 
CLASS OF ’71
Diane Medic Abernathy 
Marilyn Schmidt Ash 
Mary Barrett 
Jane Frances Behlmann, CSJ 
Patty Casey 
Kathryn Mantia Devling 
ALUMNI   (continued)
Carlotta Cafferata Smith
Audrey Naumann Steinfeld
Sister Anne Agnes von Steiger, CSJ 
CLASS OF ’44
Mrs. Henrietta S. Barry
Edwina W. Bussmann
Sister Colette Marie Doering, CSJ
Rosemary Jaclyn Meyer
Rosemary Walsh Poettgen
CLASS OF ’45
Genevieve Wolf Albers
Geraldine Allina
Mary Ellen Boggiano Bourneuf
Rosemary Casey Bruno
Liz Gilbert
Alice Tolkacz Hellrung
Mrs. Jerome Holden  
 (Rosejoan Kisling)
Rosemary Erman Noonan
Mrs. Robert Osterholt  
 (Henrietta Binder)
Marjorie A. Peak
Joan M. Sanders
Anne Hebberger Schmidt
Alice Jo Wotawa
CLASS OF ’46
Jane Buri
Margarite Sabadell Karpowicz
Shirley Smith Kern
Margaret Deck Komives
Mrs. John J. McNamara  
 (Norrine Gibbons)
Rose McNamee
Monica Liston Roach
CLASS OF ’47
Marilyn Blattner Bagley
Mrs. Robert E. Bolinske  
 (Anne Kramolowsky)
Rosemary Ryan Frohock 
Anne Dreifke Gootee
Regina Hughes, CSJ 
Margaret Hyatt 
Margaret Burns Maier 
Mary Margaret Carroll Maxwell 
Marie Boedges Minneman 
Nancy Schatzman Sackbauer 
Denalee Benson Sheinbein
CLASS OF ’48
Marjorie Scandiff Anderson 
Thelma Munkres Bill 
Lorraine Camper 
Doris McWilliams Harrington 
Patricia McKay Huckstep 
Rose Storm Johnson 
Helen Holmberg Knop 
Elizabeth Mulherin Logan 
Theodora H. Spalding 
Janet Spillane 
Ruth Lamwersiek Svoboda 
CLASS OF ’49
Mary Naxera Backer 
Louise Benz Bieg 
Dorothy Mitchellette Booth 
Dolores Kinsella Box 
Eileen Garcia 
Mary Streit Gutzler 
Mary Schumacher Haynes 
Rosemary Burke Hoffman 
Mary Jeanne Reedy Holmes 
Harriet Koutsoumpas, CSJ 
Margaret T. Miller 
Gloria Monnig Schwarz 
Mary Ellen Smith 
Ruth Bussmann Sullivan 
Bernadine N. Thien 
CLASS OF ’50
Anonymous
Mary Lennemann Deppe 
Virginia M. Franke 
Maurine Reiser Gerwig 
Sara Sansone Glickert 
Evelyn Murrill 
Teresa Reid O’Connor 
Francis Borgia Robillard, CSJ 
Barbara Quick Schaefer 
Rosemary Westcott 
CLASS OF ’51
Rosemary Toebben Blase 
Patricia Hayes Bodet 
Jeanne Leritz Callahan 
Margaret Camper, CSJ 
Dorothy Charlier Costello 
Mary Murphy Delworth 
Lorraine Feldhaus Dreifke 
Betty Eifert Feld 
Betty Baerveldt Glickert 
Catherine Meyer Emmett 
Marilyn Miller 
Joan Steffen O’Reilly 
Jacquelyn Greener Puetz 
Patricia Van Sant Real 
Frances Foster Schweppe
Ellen Zimmerman Snyders 
Claudia Greco Stompanato 
Dr. Joyce Devine Woolsey
CLASS OF ’52
Rosemarie Archangel 
Shirley W. Wilson Bub 
Mary Puts Ensenberger Costigan 
Mary Ann Russell Cox 
Tesse Hartigan Donnelly 
Angela Eckstein 
Ruth Raupp Erker 
Shirley Emge Geers 
Jane “Mitch”ellette Hanneken 
James Lorene Hogan, CSJ 
Jean Anderson Holmes 
Patricia A. Lorenz, CSJ 
Tres Lyons Malecek 
Clare Burke McGinty 
Connie Fiedler McManus
Josephine Castiglione Milligan 
Irene Peil Naughton 
The Honorable Margaret M. Nolan 
Joan Mitchellette Ogden 
Rita Miller Pape 
Jill McKearin Paredes 
Rose Perotti 
Catherine Young Petz 
Barbara Callahan Reilly 
Alberta Anne Ruys, CSJ 
Elizabeth Pape Saum 
Mary Krekeler Schutzius 
Mary Anne Siebert 
Martha Smith, CSJ 
Mel Stratmann Steinmann
Patricia Trapp Strassburger 
Ruth O’Neill Stroble
Catherine Miceli Tranquilli 
Camella Chien Wing 
Dorothy Westhoff Zeitinger 
CLASS OF ’53
Carolyn Hosbach Berutti 
Patricia McCarthy Bimschleger 
Mrs. Donald E. Binz  
 (Marietta Saunders)
Jeanne H. Boyle 
Mary Lou Horn Brose 
Maureen Burke Clarke 
Louan Marienau Dolan 
Eileen Martens Kuehl 
Marylee Curotto Lang 
Jane Berger Maloney 
Mrs. Betty Wyers Metzger 
Lois K. Missel 
Rosemary Pitlyk 
Mary Ann Kuhlman Stohr
Marydelle Nesslein Thomaides 
Geraldine Peil Wuest 
CLASS OF ’54
Madeline Alcamo 
Nancy Raupp Blanton 
Joan Charlier Butcher 
Genevieve Bianchi Fick 
Ellen Marie Gavin, CSJ 
Doris Gibbons 
Joan Gossin 
Mary Buhr Greene 
Dorothy Lynch Hellweg 
Mary Ellen Zwisler Kelly 
Jeanne Phillipp Kleiner 
Ellen Stratmann Knebel 
Suzanne Leontsinis Kotsopoulos 
Kathleen Madras Lochner 
Susan “Suzie” Metzger Maloney 
Helen Mayer Maragni 
Sue Ellen Collins Meara 
Jane Robey Mudd 
Anna Suetsugu Nomura 
Mary Catherine O’Gorman, CSJ 
Margaret Pautler 
Mary Waldorf Peterson 
Marie A. Ravarino 
Claire Hess Smith 
Rose Celine Tauschek, CSJ 
Virginia Hovious Wieck 
Jacqueline Nowak Wink 
Wauneen Wilkins Younge 
Jeanne Schock Zipp 
CLASS OF ’55
Jeanne Gantner Bruns 
Ann Moore Duer 
Gerry Eyerman 
Patricia Burke Gilmore 
Doris Nesslein Hanlon 
Maura Downey Klingen 
Jacqueline Taylor Lederer 
Kay Martin 
Joan Maschmann 
Martha Priest Meystedt 
Kathleen Fahy O’Neil 
Elizabeth Ryan Reilly 
Bernadette Buckman Robison 
Marlene Hoppe Sondermann 
Nancy Murphy Thro 
Margaret Eugene Tucker, CSJ 
Joy Ann Venverloh 
Patricia Degnan Voss 
CLASS OF ’56
Charlene Burkart Aguinaldo 
Anonymous
Ann Chamblin, CSJ 
Mary Ann Brys Kuhn 
Juanita Phegley Lodato 
Gilda Ortiz Lugo 
Roberta Ahlert McCarthy 
Mary Toenjes Seright 
Eleanor Agnes Sheehan, CSJ 
Amy Rossie Sherman 
Nadine A. Sommers 
Dorothy Ensenberger Te Voert 
Clare Dent Underwood 
Gloria Whitfield 
Joan F. Yario 
CLASS OF ’57
Mary Carol Anth, CSJ 
Carol Brouillette, CSJ 
Nina Kassing Bryans 
Joyce Buckler, CSJ 
Sue Kaiser Ebanues 
Mrs. William Erman  
 (Rosemary Fitzburgh)
Mary Ann Brahm Ferrara 
Carol Giblin 
Mary Lou Miller Kleine 
Patricia Slocum Lillis 
Mary Deck Meystrik 
Carol Shaughnessy Miller 
Sister Jean Vianney Mindak, CSJ 
Mary Ann Mulligan, CSJ 
Jacqueline Heinrichs Oster 
Rosemary Myers Pfeifer 
Carol Gutting Schlattman 
Patricia A. Bailey Wrob 
Janet Gerken Zell 
CLASS OF ’58
Marilyn Trapp Condon 
Judith Seibert De Vries 
Noreen Lynch Dempsey 
Joan McKenna Dolan 
JoAnn (Petty) Gross
Ann Anderson Hawes 
Loretta Ann Hennekes, CSJ 
Angeline Marino Heumann 
Marjorie M. Koehr 
Lois C. Werth Koesterer 
Phyllis Schmidt Lorek 
Sheila Nellis McDonald 
Jacqueline Post Miller
Roberta Elliott Nolan 
Barbara Flesh Palermo 
Susan Peller 
Barbara Mudd Ritchey 
Helen Ryan, CSJ
Merlyn Price Schack
Sister Mary Shryock, CSJ 
Patricia Reddan Van Rhein
Barbara Volk, CSJ 
Mary Beth Maloney Wargel 
Jane Coffey Washburn
Joan Clasquin Weber 
Rita Lee White 
CLASS OF ’59
Elizabeth Ahrens, CSJ 
Margaret Abbott Bagwell 
Anne Niemeier Clifford 
Jeanine Cowell Decker 
Rose Girard Eccardt 
Gina S. Ernst 
Ann S. Frey 
Susan Bulte Geraghty 
Sister Jane Elizabeth Gerard, CSJ 
Joyce Spinks Goodrum 
Carol Karst Graham 
Mary Ann Vatterott Holden 
Elizabeth Jones 
Virginia Wegener Keutzer 
Marilyn Mikes Leonard 
Jean Grolton Leonhardt 
Kate Daly Lottes 
Margery O’Rourke McNally 
Carol McCormick McTigue 
Jean Rachel 
Claire Roach 
Dorothy Scheidler, CSJ 
Margaret Schmidt, CSJ 
Kathleen Dougherty Sharkey 
Margaret Sommer
Afra Leavitt Walker 
Claire Saenger Weiler 
Mary Dorley Works 
CLASS OF ’60
Carroll Cunningham Baechle 
Ida Robertine Berresheim, CSJ 
Elaine Stewart Daus 
J. Carol Brigham Dorr 
Marlene Kappler Eichacker 
Barbara Jahoda Freehill 
Marise Eaton Hoffmann 
Kathryn Kitslaar, CSJ 
Muriel Kennah Morgan 
Sally O’Connell 
Mrs. Julia (Roerkohl) Okenfuss 
Kathleen A. Quinlan 
Joan Fegan Ramatowski 
Sylvia Hartenbach Tierney 
Nancy Stigers Valenta 
Judith Ann Lexa Walther 
Marlene Block Westrom 
Sue Guhman Wilkes 
Loretta Giblin Wittenberg 
Carolyn Carroll Zwart
CLASS OF ’61
Mary Lee Abkemeier 
Doris Trost Barbero 
Carol Reis Brauner 
Mary Weber Bulger 
Joan Casey, CSJ 
Camille Collini, CSJ 
Mary Cummings 
Marcia Ann Daume, CSJ 
Marilyn Montileone Dell’Orco
Anne Jeannet Eggers 
Mrs. Sue Grannemann Einig 
Mary Patricia Fowler 
Maureen Norwich Gaertner 
Joan Wavering Grindon 
Donna Loretto Gunn, CSJ 
Carmen Villaobos Hodge 
Barbara Gutting Hollenbeck
Elaine C. Otsuka Kamada 
Adrianne Kennedy 
Carol A. Kloud 
Linda Kurz 
Joan Lampton, CSJ 
Janis Luehder LeChien 
Hilda Bantle Lowell 
Linda Marie Lully, CSJ 
Juanita Conrad Lynch 
Patricia Mosley McDonald 
Dolores Bommarito McGinnis 
Elizabeth Messmer 
Margie Gerlach Moranville 
Carol Haefner O’Brien 
Rosemary O’Malley, CSJ 
Ruth Politte 
Marilyn Cass Renick
Barbara Ann Rubinelli 
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CLASS OF ’93
Gary Dierks 
Julie Daniel Edwards 
Carol Laure 
Julie Liermann Laury 
Gary Therien 
Jacqueline Vermillion Wheat 
Ann Whittaker 
CLASS OF ’94
Villajean M. Jones
Margaret E. McNally 
Thomas V. McTigue
Edith Hoffman Patton 
Keith Quigley
Michelle White Quigley
Maureen Davis Thenhaus 
Darlene Diel Wagner 
Katherine Wolf 
CLASS OF ’95
Michael Borawski
Veronica Guempel Buchanan 
Freda Covington 
James Darr 
Aimee Libke Davis 
Nathan Diel
Julia Marlowe Kilduff 
Judge Eve M. Riley
CLASS OF ’96
Mary Cummins Belarde 
Kerry Borawski
Cynthia Summers Casey 
Carl Fust
Sharon Jackson 
Joyce Kettenhofen 
Jill (Muldoon) Kirks
Jo Ann Bommarito Klees 
Chantaratat Leckchom 
Linda J. Little 
Gregory Menke 
Floyda Pearson 
Jane Fowler Walsh
CLASS OF ’97
Christi Ferris Brown 
LaRita Irvin Coffman 
Michael Cooper 
Eileen Madden Diel
Richard Dierker 
Dawn M. Hale 
Joan M. Huelsing 
Jenifer Johnstone 
Tracey Causey Marshall
Christine Habermehl Matrisotto 
April Morrison 
John O’Brien 
Cathlene Collins Paruch 
Adam Presswood 
Julie Schopp 
Marilyn Shetley 
Lance Thornhill 
Kari Vaughn-Albright 
Sarah H. Walsh 
CLASS OF ’98
Kurt Andrew 
William Barrows 
Lyn Barry 
Kristen Brokaw 
Cindy Bluestone Bushue 
Jerry Bushue 
Karen Clark Castellano
Dorris Patton Finnegan 
Lisa J. Hannon 
Hilthia Julien 
Dorothy Nauman 
Marti Spilker Shedron 
Carolyn F. Skidmore 
Anna Skaggs Wingron 
CLASS OF ’99
Linda Sue Behan 
Kimberly Seil-Dierker 
Huguette Roy Duff 
Molly Duffy 
Rita Galloway 
Douglas Lucas 
Richard Mulchek 
Kent Mulford 
Shannon Dwyer Platt 
Christina Callanan Pogue 
Robin Rongey 
Lynn Anne Tedoni 
Julie Welch 
Theodore Wenzlick 
Elizabeth Werle 
CLASS OF ’00
Alberta Breckinridge 
Libby Dust 
Bonnie Schroeder Fiebiger 
Virginia Flowers, CPPS 
Mary Kennedy 
Katie Deimeke Morrow 
Emilie Zenner Smith 
Suzanne Waller 
Rachelle Wasserman 
CLASS OF ’01
Adam Bieser 
Matthew Bright 
Sara Deimeke 
David Foote 
Mike Goriszewski 
Dorothy Louise Griggs 
Celeste A. Hanlin 
Carolyn Holder 
Pamela Murphy Holmes 
Shelia Davidson Knowles 
Jalena Leong-Martinez 
Penny Lindwedel 
Lisa A. Magee 
Barry Shelton 
Ling Thumin
Linda Tucker 
Mark Wolfard 
CLASS OF ’02
Angela Barrale Barrow 
Martha Brown 
Thomas Herweck 
Erin Kennedy 
Ron Medley 
James Porter 
Drew Schoessel 
Almut Stephan-Marino 
Melissa Steward 
Neva Taylor 
Betsy (Keegan) Trapp
Robin Urbanec 
CLASS OF ’03
Mary Beier 
J. Bollinger 
Tecumshea Holmes, Sr. 
Steven King 
Ronald A. Lewis II 
Steve Lohr 
Lisa Pietroburgo Meyer 
Meghan Mueller 
Amie Shea
Beth Smith
Natalie Taylor 
CLASS OF ’04
Sarah Banderman 
Margaret Conroy Oge
Elizabeth Cornwell 
Colene McEntee 
Nina Murdick
Brent Rich 
Bryan Smith
Jeff Smith 
Adam Sommer
Katherine Wilson
CLASS OF ’05
Jill Bernard 
Tracey McCoy
Anne Gaddy Monks
Aaron Owens
Peggy Poniewaz 
Tiffany Elizabeth Rehg 
Katrina Sellge Sommer
Beverly Spudich 
Abigail Stockwell 
Alexander Tague
CUMULATIVE SOCIETIES
Benefactors are recognized for their cumulative gifts/grants to the university, as well as gifts/grants received during the fiscal year July 1, 2004 through June 30, 2005.
FONTBONNE SOCIETY
$1,000,000 +
The Fontbonne Society is named for Mother St. John Fontbonne, who 
refounded the Sisters of St. Joseph in 1808 after the French Revolution.   
At the invitation of Bishop Rosati, she sent the first six Sisters of St. Joseph  
to the United States in 1836.
Anonymous
Anonymous
Claire Roach ’59
Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet,  
 St. Louis Province
BISHOP ROSATI SOCIETY
$500,000 +
The Bishop Rosati Society is named for the Bishop of the Diocese of St. Louis, 
who asked the Sisters of St. Joseph to come to St. Louis in the 19th century to 
teach the deaf.
Anheuser-Busch Foundation
Mabee Foundation, Inc.
Missouri Colleges Fund, Inc.
Monsanto Fund
MEDAILLE  SOCIETY
$100,000 +
The Medaille Society is named for Jean Pierre Medaille, S.J., who founded the Sisters of St. Joseph in 1650.
Mr. and Mrs. Van-Lear Black III
Joanne Brooks
Emerson
Enterprise Rent-A-Car Foundation
Edward C. Garvey  
 Memorial Foundation
Dr. Dennis C. and Monica A. Golden
William Randolph Hearst Foundation
Lilly Foundation
Anne C. Meyer ’34*
Michael and Eleanor Miller
Pepsi-Cola Company
SBC
Solutia Fund
John and Audrey  
 Naumann ’43 Steinfeld
Frank and Ruth O’Neill ’52 Stroble
Norman J. Stupp Foundation -  
 Commerce Bank Trustee
The Teagle Foundation, Inc.
Union Electric Company
Union Electric Charitable Trust
Marie Sansone Zucchero ’42
ROSSITER SOCIETY
$50,000 +
The Rossiter Society is named for Mother Mary Agnes Rossiter, CSJ, Superior General of the Sisters of St. Joseph when 
Fontbonne University was chartered in 1917.
Anheuser-Busch Cos., Inc.
Anonymous
Archdiocese of St. Louis
Boeing Gift Matching Program
Gerald and Loretta Cassidy
Compaq
Dana Brown Charitable Trust
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph B. Dierker
Durr Family Trust- 
 Katherine Flynt Durr ’39
E. Reuben & Gladys Flora Grant  
 Charitable Trust
George S. Graff
Thomas and Kathleen  
 Toohey ’65 Gunn
Whitney and Anna Harris
Mr. and Mrs. E. Desmond Lee
John Allan Love  
 Charitable Foundation
Mercantile Trust Company
Mulac & Engel Charitable  
 and Religious Trust
Edward and Colette  
 Crowley ’65 O’Brien
Anthony F. Sansone, Sr. Family
Edward B. Stevens
U.S. Bank
Adelaide G. Welge Trust
Jim and Mary Bruno ’68 Werle
ALUMNI   (continued)
Joan Evans Ertz 
Patricia Fitzpatrick 
Joan Sandweg Gray 
Susan Combest Grelle 
Janice Koles Hartmann 
Mary Hennessy 
Jacqueline M. Hermann 
Sharon Metz Hightower 
Barbara Hummel 
Janet Dierks Hutz 
Marilee Brethorst Ingoldsby 
Colleen Judge 
Mary T. Hutchison Kappel
Mrs. Al Knight (Nanette Falk)
Patricia Murray Lawler 
Sandra Gurnsey Lehrer
Isabelle Fracchia Lenhardt 
Rita Roberts Loretta 
Mrs. Frances A. McDaniel
Patricia Schmittgens McDonald 
Margaret Suhre Meyer 
Elaine Jacquin Notis 
Linda Stewart Patterson 
Mary Ann Pirone 
Maria Stella Przada 
Pat Bubela Roehr 
Kathleen Gough Ruggeri 
Mary Luetkemeyer Schellman 
Mary Lee Schroeder 
Margaret Shea Smetana 
Sally Keefer Smith 
Joanne Arnold Strathearn 
Barbara Scott Stroer 
Mary F. Stuppy, M.D. 
Donna Dlugos Sunderdick 
Kathleen M. Thomas 
Elna Ruth Randazzo Trost 
Mrs. Donna Weiher 
Malva V. W. Williams 
Marie Violetta Winschel 
CLASS OF ’72
Patricia Cutchens Ahrens 
Jeannine Holtmeier Aldridge 
Vicki Blell Bahr 
Cheryl McCraith Brozena 
Susan Peter Clancy
Patricia Knoll Costigan 
Kathleen C. Dailey 
Connie Boschert Diekman 
Mary Doyle 
Yolanda Evans 
Mary Ann Condon Haasis 
Mary Ban Harrison 
Helen Poetz Hawksley 
Linda Hines Kaiser
Joanne Poelker Loftus 
Deborah DeWeese Marino 
Kathy Aboussie Miceli 
Margaret Porcelli 
Peggy Hicks Renard 
Celeste J. Rossmiller 
Rose Mary Sloan Mercer 
Christine Wolf Soland 
Patricia Morreale Valenti 
Ann A. Buehler Willis 
Carol Gund Wolken 
Linda Nienhaus Yonce 
CLASS OF ’73
Vicki McInroy Briggs 
Jeanne Tomlinson Conlin 
Lynne Cooper 
Mrs. Joan C. Crudden 
Catherine Gallas Deutsch 
Catherine Dulle 
Laura Hines Dunsmoor 
Susan Schinner Durfee 
Ann Manganello Faitz 
Petrina Randazzo Foristal 
Jacqueline Engel Frisbee 
Dolores Henderson 
Pamela Sloofman Kanter 
Carey D. Keller 
Maribell L. Heinz Knickerbocker 
Lynda Bleitz Loehr 
Patricia Moore 
Alison Grill O’Brien 
Blanche Peterson 
Miss Geraldine Pitti 
Janice Antonacci Puricelli 
Camille Tighe Samson 
Colleen Schoendienst 
Jean Marie Rozier Sellberg 
Linda Shapiro 
Mary Ann Nickels Shawcross 
Joan L. Weber Shine 
Eileen O’Brien Snell 
Mary C. Steuterman, M.D. 
Catherine Quatmann Stoverink 
Janet Walkowiak Striegl 
Judith Goltschman Sturm 
Mary Bellino Van Deven 
Margaret Steinicke Wheeler 
Martha Willis-Graham 
Kathleen Winston 
Ellen Puetz Wojcicki 
Mary Kay (Duncan) Wolfe 
CLASS OF ’74
Patricia Bubash 
Christine Rubin Campbell 
Mary Theresa Coser 
Anne Ewers 
Helen Reuther Fleming 
Alexia Dorochoff Goodreau 
Eileen Hoffman Grass 
Nancy L. Gurnsey 
Janet S. Hoelscher 
Joann Augsburger Jana 
Christine Copple Johnson 
Anne McCormack 
Denise Vogt Sauser 
Mary Fava Sidney 
Margaret Schutz Toonen 
Libby Snyders Travers 
Susan Carmody Zerjav 
CLASS OF ’75
Madonna Mueller Atwood 
Elizabeth Boyer 
Mary Cleary 
Kathleen Nestor Frey
Elizabeth Kozelka Harris 
Mary Nickson Holloran 
Eileen Koebel Meyer 
Rita Michalka 
Salle Carl Scharf 
Patrice A. Robertson Walther 
Patricia Schwan Williams 
Kathleen Ray Zundel 
CLASS OF ’76
Carolyn Caudle Berra 
Kathleen Kreisch Billingsley 
Mary Kay Boehm Castello 
Judith Witzl Childress 
Kathy Wagener Gallagher 
Denise Gregory Garrison 
Nancy Boos Georgen
Susan Nagle Hausmann 
Marcia McKenna Hiles 
Sharon Holland Houston 
Judith Guignon Kusnierkiewicz 
Francis Taylor Powers 
Barbara Reilly 
Shirley Sainz 
CLASS OF ’77
1977 Alumni
Mrs. David Amelotti  
 (Elizabeth Ann Miller)
Karen Chudomelka Anderson 
Mary Kay Wilkerson Campbell 
Janey Cross Dailey 
Ann M. Feld 
Susan Williams Ferguson 
Janet Gravagna 
Karen Tinkham Griesedieck 
Patricia Ravarino Koke 
Celine Wuellner McEwan 
Pamela Ravarino Merker 
Mary Anne Schneider Monika 
Janice Barth O’Keefe 
Colette Shea O’Rourke 
Marianne Petru 
Delores Hauck Roth 
Patricia Kronlage Scholl 
Edward Sztukowski 
Patricia C. Tessler 
Ann Walsh Torrini
Christine Vonder Haar 
CLASS OF ’78
Mary Jo Amad 
Beth Marie Phillips Ampleman 
Susan Lewis Broom 
Patricia Caragher 
Ms. Susan M. Colburn 
Mary Lou Erkens 
Karen Kesler Gender 
Debbi Heffern 
Reba Jordan Holt 
Lisa Hanson Kolemainen 
Robert Maes 
Antoinette Fabbio Pagano
Anita L. Tissi 
Bernell Spreitler Wiegard 
CLASS OF ’79
Julia Dolan Bussey 
Christine Sheehan Clark 
Joan K. Donnelly 
Susan Franklin 
Anna Steigerwald Gallen 
Donna McCarthy 
Michelle Signa 
Jan Juhlin Simon 
Joyce Sudhoff 
CLASS OF ’80
Dr. Christine (Nauert) Bahr 
Mary Buckley Hermann 
Ernestine Jones-Gordon 
Lucy Griesedieck Nile 
Mrs. Thomas M. Noonan  
 (Gabrielle Chadeayne)
Kathleen Wieschhaus Reid 
Pamela S. Taylor 
Michelle Tressel 
Margaret Wester
CLASS OF ’81
Carol Boyd 
Jane Mattingly Cataldo
Rebecca Drefs 
Kathleen Sheahan Grinstead 
Karen E. Gokenbach Hong 
Deborah Meyer Koch 
Janice Martin 
Christine Cornelis McLaughlin 
Jeanne Dulle Moore
Emily Macinski Murphy 
Kathryn Lee Eames Nixon 
Mary Grumich Schulte 
Lea Ann Brown Skogsberg 
Marion Elaine Hess Sweeney 
Judith Willard 
CLASS OF ’82
Anonymous
Ann Dryden 
Katherine McCue Engelhardt 
Genetha Atkins McRoy 
Mary Perry 
CLASS OF ’83
Karen Crannell Bradshaw 
Sara Phelps Fox 
Suzanne Gorman 
Helen Heilich 
Donna Schweiss Komos 
Cheryl Biver Marshall 
Rebecca McDermott 
Christine Schoemehl Ney 
Judith Altemueller Obermark 
Gertrude Rehagen 
Gregory Stockell 
William Wester
CLASS OF ’84
Karen Pearson Newmann 
Janet McElroy Sullivan 
Karen Zaenker 
CLASS OF ’85
Nicki Bauer 
Suzanne Stuckenschneider McAtee 
Lana Marshall Shepek 
Claire DeWald Soete 
Carole Tucker 
CLASS OF ’86
Mary Alice Boyle DeWitt 
Paula Weber Getzin 
Sarah Wei Gong-Ye 
Joan Puetz Hannegan 
William Heft
Janet Murray Reifsteck 
Sharon Farmer Schmidtke 
Mary Opfer Strifler 
Linda Wells-Glover 
CLASS OF ’87
Cathy Stansberry Brandhorst 
Lisa Melsheimer Breeden 
Rosanne Landholt Donato 
Denise Basler Essmyer 
Constance Crain Fuller 
Robert Moritz, Jr. 
Elizabeth Savel 
Myra Foulke Styffe 
Robert Talasek
Jill Davis Taylor 
CLASS OF ’88
Rebecca Fassler Anthony 
Michael Dallavis 
Theresa Lambrich Dapron 
Susan Duever 
Bill Foster 
Darryl Franklin 
Lori White Harrison 
Helen Klenklen 
Sandra Vlach Lorber
Lynne Menke 
Marjorie Barry Saxe 
Nina Luisa Silva Gardner 
Mary Henning Spaulding 
Kimberly Swassing 
Elizabeth Tyler 
Jimmy Ulmer 
CLASS OF ’89
Andrew Beckerman
Lisa Moritz Beckerman
Karen Minshall Byington 
Daniel Contreras 
Patrice Cummings 
Marie Eise 
Eloise Foss 
Darren P. George
Laura Gittemeier 
Theresa Guempel 
Lori Hanneken 
Victoria Rhodes Hayes 
Theresa Jakubs Hendricks 
Margaret Hesse 
Janice Keys 
Ruth Kopp 
Bernice Marquart 
Ruth Ann Norton, CPS/CAP 
Tracy Rahm 
Christopher D. Stone 
CLASS OF ’90
Carla Tinoco Hickman 
Kathy Kutis 
Nat Rabbitt 
Maura Berndsen St. Jacques 
Victor Wang 
CLASS OF ’91
Trista Nelson Buerk 
Mary Parchomski Burke
Sandy Clayton 
Michelle Engelhardt 
Dean Fournie 
Timothy Grimes 
Joseph J. Harper 
Dean McKinney 
Kevin Myers 
Bethany Britt Tague
Matthew Tague
Tony Teoli, Ph.D. 
Tracy Macke 
Laurence Unger 
Floyd H. Uthe 
CLASS OF ’92
Shane Brendle 
Sharon Callahan 
Terry J. Foushee 
Meredith J. Hanley Harvath 
Deborah Jeffery 
Tara Silver Johnson 
Allison Light Krieger 
Kimberly Kutis-Hantak 
Dena McCaffrey 
Raymond Mueller 
Ann M. Calandro Padberg 
Randall Riley 
Christine Scott 
Gifts/Grants made July 1, 2004 - June 30, 2005 * deceased Gifts/Grants made July 1, 2004 - June 30, 2005 * deceased 3938
GIFTS IN KIND (continued)
Guido’s Pizzeria & Tapas
Tom and Marilyn Hellwig
Hodak’s Restaurant
Hooters of South County
The Initial Design
Inner Balance Therapeutic Massage
International House of Pancakes
Jason Isringhausen
J. Bucks Restaurant
Jake’s Steak
Johnny Mac’s Sporting Goods, Inc.
Donna Karg Interiors
Kenary Park Florist & Gifts
Karen M. Kennelly, CSJ
Kennelwood Village
The Kerry Cottage, Ltd.
The Key Company
KMOX Radio
L & L Pizza, Inc. DBA Imo’s Pizza
Ladue Florist, Inc.
Joseph and Sandra  
 Gurnsey ’71 Lehrer
Lelu Metalcraft
Richard Lewis, Ph.D.
Richard Long
Lordo’s Diamonds
LoRusso’s Cucina
Lusso
Madinger Wines
Makovec Photography
Marciano’s-Yellowstone Cafe
Rebecca McDermott ’83, MS ’88
Dr. and Mrs. John J. McNamara  
 (Norrine Gibbons ’46)
Melanie’s
Chris Miller
Missouri Botanical Garden
Missouri Historical Society
Missouri State Bank & Trust Co.
Monograms for You
Art Morgan
Morgenthaler’s Cleaners, Inc.
Matt Morris
Mark Mulder
Mulligan Printing
Stan Musial, Inc.
James Muskopf, Ph.D.
New Lady Fitness
Lucy Griesedieck Nile ’80
Nordmann Photography
Edward and Colette  
 Crowley ’65 O’Brien
O’Leary’s
Oilily
Olive Garden
Outback Steakhouse
The Pageant Nightclub
Pappa’s Grill
Partylite
The Party Pastry Shop
The Pasta House Company
Philip Johnson Salon
Phoenix Photography
Pillsbury Marketing
Port Salon & Day Spa
Albert Pujols
Quail Creek Golf Club
Raging Rivers Water Park
Ravetta Photography, Inc.
Rend Lake Resort &  
 Conference Center
Resort Classics
Riverfront Times
Scott Rolen
Saint Louis Bread Company
Saint Louis Cardinals
Saint Louis Zoo
Saks Fifth Avenue
Sappington Garden Shop
Schiller’s Camera & Video
Schlafly Beer
Colleen Schoendienst ’73
Red Schoendienst
Mr. and Mrs. Don Seiler
The Service Bureau
Shannon O’Tools & Safety
Sidney Street Cafe
The Silver Lady
Six Flags St. Louis
Smoothie King
Sportsman’s Park
St. Louis Mills
St. Louis Suit Co.
Stages St. Louis
Steak ’n Shake
stldigital.com
Stonewater Spa & Boutique
Summit Jewelers
Sur La Table
Swing-A-Round Fun Town
Syberg’s
Talbot’s #138
Talbot’s Mens
Target Stores
Ted Drewes Frozen Custard
Telle Tire and Auto Service, Inc.
Tower Tee Golf Complex
Trader Joe’s
Trainwreck Saloon
U.S. Bank
The Very Best Cookies
VIVA!
Dr. Stanley Wald
Walgreen Corporation
Larry Walker
Webster Groves Bookshop
Mark Wells
Wesley Foundation
The Westin St. Louis
The White Rabbit
Wolf Hollow Golf Club
Woody’s
FONTBONNE UNIVERSITY/ RED SCHOENDIENST 
17th ANNUAL GOLF TOURNAMENT
Advertising Savants, Inc.
AmeriServe, Inc.
Anonymous
Argosy Gaming Company
The Aries Party Rental Co.
Available Communications, Inc.
Bank of America
Tim Blattner
The Boeing Company
Peter Burns
Julian L. Carr
Colleen and Co.
Commerce Bank
Patricia C. Crosswhite
Decorations Unlimited, Inc.
Leo and Constance  
 Boschert ’72 Diekman
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph B. Dierker
Barbara Lynn Dreher, CSJ
Michael A. Drone
Thomas P. Dunne, Sr.
Bonnie J. Eckelkamp
Daniel J. Ferry
First Bank
Flooring Interiors, Inc.
Follett Higher Education Group
John D. Fumagalli
GFI Digital
Barry Giller
Dr. Dennis C. and Monica A. Golden
Richard E. Greenberg
Grey Eagle Distributors, Inc.
Thomas and Kathleen  
 Toohey ’65 Gunn
Leo G. Haas
Hastings & Chivetta Architects, Inc.
Jerome L. Howe, Inc.
Gary W. Johnson
KJWW Engineering Consultants
KMOX Radio
VACHON SOCIETY
$5,000 +
The Vachon Society is named for Sister Suzanne Marie Vachon, CSJ, President of Fontbonne University from 1954-1957.
Advertising Savants, Inc.
Rev. Mr. and Mrs. David Amelotti  
 (Elizabeth Ann Miller ’77)
American Diabetes Association
Anonymous
Richard and Violet Anth
Rosemarie Archangel ’52
John and Marilee Barry
Peggy Benoist
Mr. and Mrs. Donald E. Binz  
 (Marietta Saunders ’53)
Robert Butler
C.A.P.S., Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony J. Chivetta
Matteo and Kathleen  
 Atchity ’66 Coco
William S. Comfort, CLU
Lilyan Crowley
Kathleen C. Dailey ’72
Deloitte Touche
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Desloge
A. G. Edwards
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas F. Etter
Phil and Kathy Fina
Jack Fleming
James and Kathleen Nestor ’75 Frey
O’HARA SOCIETY
$10,000 +
The O’Hara Society is named for Mother M. Irene O’Hara, CSJ, first President of Fontbonne University, 1923-1929.
Bill and Mary Abkemeier
Alumax Foils, Inc.
AmerenUE
Amoco Foundation, Inc.
Mary Carol Anth, CSJ ’57
Tobias P. Anth
Barbara Atteln ’67
Louise Beisman*
Boatmen’s Bancshares
Dr. and Mrs. Robert E. Bolinske  
 (Anne Kramolowsky ’47)
George Warren Brown Foundation
Brown Shoe, Inc. Charitable Trust
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas F. Caspari  
 (DeDe Dallas ’66)
James and Karen Clark ’98 Castellano
Chartwells Corp.
Clarkson Group Foundation
Coca-Cola Company
Commerce Bank of St. Louis
Bill and Cathy Corr
Louis and Marilyn  
 Montileone ’61 Dell’Orco
The Caleb C. and Julia W. Dula  
 Educational and  
 Charitable Foundation
Meneve Dunham
Bernard and Marilyn Edison
Harry Edison Foundation
Rosalie Millman Efken ’56
Thomas and Joan Koziatek ’80 Egan
Mr. and Mrs. William Erman  
 (Rosemary Fitzburgh ’57)
Ernst and Young Foundation
Catherine Esser ’37
Farmers Insurance Group Scholarship
Mary Ferguson ’65
Daniel and Eleanor  
 Halloran ’63 Ferry
Patrick and Joyce Finneran, Jr.
Fisher Controls International
Dorothy Fleck ’69
Follett Higher Education Group
Fontbonne University  
 Alumni Association
Fontbonne University Athletics
Ellen Ansorge Friesen ’79
Clifford Willard Gaylord Foundation
General Dynamics Corporation
Peter and Clare Genovese
Nancy Boos ’76 and  
 Michael R. Georgen
August Griesedieck
Charlotte Bussmann Gund ’39
Leo and Nancy Haas
Bruce W. Halliday
Angeline Marino Heumann ’58
Mrs. Jerome Holden  
 (Rosejoan Kisling ’45)
Bill and Barbara  
 Gutting ’61 Hollenbeck
Daniel and Catherine Human
Margaret Hyatt ’47
IBM Matching Grants Program
Institute For Professional  
 Development
Joann Augsburger Jana ’74
Jordan Charitable Foundation
William Sanders III and Karen 
 Keefer-Sanders, M.D. ’82
Dr. and Mrs. Al Knight  
 (Nanette Falk ’71)
Randall ’89 and Donna ’89 Kruep
Laclede Gas Charitable Trust
Joseph and Sandra  
 Gurnsey ’71 Lehrer
John and Mimi Londoff, Jr.
Maritz Inc.
William and Tracey  
 Causey ’97 Marshall
Mrs. Eugene McBride  
 (Marie Jostes ’37)
Lucille McDonald ’31
Lee and June McKinney
Dr. and Mrs. John J. McNamara  
 (Norrine Gibbons ’46)
Meltzer Family Foundation
Leontone Meyer ’35
Rosemary Jaclyn Meyer ’44
Emma Lu Middleton
Military Order of the Purple Heart
Carol Shaughnessy Miller ’57
Francis and Jacqueline Post ’58 Miller
Millstone Foundation
Missouri Arts Council
Morrison’s Hospitality Group
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas M. Noonan  
 (Gabrielle Chadeayne ’80)
Gerald and Suzanne Noonan
Lucile O’Gorman
Joan Steffen O’Reilly ’51
Orscheln Industries Foundation
Mrs. Robert Osterholt  
 (Henrietta Binder ’45)
Petrolite Corporation
Robert and Rosemary  
 Noser ’61 Pickle
Mary and Robert Plane
Pierce and Susan Powers, Jr.
PowersGroup, Inc.
Price Waterhouse Foundation
Procter & Gamble
Pulitzer Publishing Co. Foundation
Helen Badaracco Ravarino ’42
Martha Re ’58
Mike and Pattie Ristau
RubinBrown LLP
Barbara Ann Rubinelli ’61
Marvel Sanguinet
Jim and Kathryn Sansone
Sara Lee
Carl and Merlyn Price ’58 Schack
Marilyn Schnuck
Red and Mary  
 O’Reilly* ’45 Schoendienst
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent E. Shaw
Kathleen Sloan ’38
James and Carol Conway ’63 Spehr
Joanne Arnold Strathearn ’71
Myra Foulke Styffe ’87
John and Lucy George ’55 Tucker
Union Pacific Corporation
Trudy B. Valentine
The Vatterott Foundation
Gregory and Susan Vatterott
Kenneth and Mary Jo  
 Drager ’70 Voertman
John and Cynthia Wachter
Bill and Toni Walker
Jerry and Jeanette  
 Altepeter ’70 Wamser
Webb Foundation
Rev. Joseph A. Weber, Jr.
Ralph and Patricia Webster
Whitaker Foundation
Barbara Krausel Wick ’60
Orrin Wightman III
Drs. Robert and Joyce  
 Devine ’51 Woolsey
David and Carolyn Carroll ’60 Zwart
GIFTS IN KIND
Advertising Savants, Inc.
Elizabeth Ann Miller Amelotti ’77
American Recreation Products
Applegate’s Deli & Market
Biggies Restaurant
Blueberry Hill Restaurant & Bar
Bozzay Florists
Brunswick Lakeside Lanes
The Bug Store
Build-A-Bear Workshop
Byron Cade, Inc.
Campbell House Museum
Cannoli’s Restaurant
Casino Queen
James and Karen Clark ’98 Castellano
Catholic Supply of St Louis, Inc.
Chris’ Pancakes and Dining
Citizen Kane’s Steakhouse
City Museum
Clockmaster, Inc.
Clothes Tree Boutique
Commerce Bank
Catherine Connor-Talasek
The Corner George Inn
Crestwood Bowl
Louis and Marilyn  
 Montileone ’61 Dell’Orco
Leo and Connie  
 Boschert ’72 Diekman
Dierberg’s West Oak
Dierdorf and Hart’s Steakhouse
Paul Dillon
Michael Drone
Mike Duffy’s Pub & Grill
Eagle Springs Golf Course
David Eckstein
Elan Salon
Justin Emge
The Empty Nest
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas F. Etter
Fairmount Park, Inc.
Family Golf Plex
Jody Feldman
Randy Felkey Florals
First Bank
First Watch
Fitz’s American Grill & Bottling Works
Dorothy Fleck ’69
Follett Higher Education Group
Fontbonne University -  
 Fontbonne Staff Association
For Love of Flowers
Maggie Gunn Fowler ’64
Frame Solutions, Inc.
Frick’s Bar & Grill
Friends of Fontbonne
Fuddruckers
Mr. and Mrs. John Fumagalli
Lou Fusz Autos
Gabriel Group
Garden Heights Nursery, Inc.
Gateway
Gateway Arch Riverfront
Darren George ’89 &  
 The Mirage Band
The Gifted Gardener
The Gingham Goose
Goedeker’s
Dr. Dennis C. and Monica A. Golden
Golf Discount
Golf Galaxy
Grand Center, Inc.
Richard Greenberg and Claire Schenk
Mark Grudzielanek
Gail Hornsby Gauthier ’63
General American Charitable  
 Foundation
Allen & Josephine Green Foundation
Richard Greenberg and Claire Schenk
James and Lee Hynek ’63 Gunn
Helen Guyol ’41
William and Mary Grace Guyol
Alice E. Harper ’70
Sophia Hochenedel
Carmen Villaobos Hodge ’61
Elizabeth Burton Holmes ’66
Catherine Knaapen Hurd ’39*
Jenzabar
Gary and Carolyn  
 Kuciejczyk ’64 Johnson
Darryl T. and Villajean M. ’94 Jones
Stephen and Mary T.  
 Hutchison ’71 Kappel
Kraig and Sandy Kreikemeier
Linda Kurz ’61
Anita Buie Lamont ’69
Joan Lescinski, CSJ
Lucy Lopata
Phyllis Schmidt Lorek ’58
Mari De Villa Retirement Center
Mrs. John T. McGrath
Richard K. and Jane  
 Brandau ’47 Mersman, Jr.
Missouri Campus Compact
James and Jeanne Dulle ’81 Moore
J. Harrison and Lillian Morson
Joe Noelker
The Honorable Margaret M. Nolan ’52
Anna Suetsugu Nomura ’54
James and Rosemary  
 Erman Noonan ’45
North Port Associates
James and Susan Peller ’58
Joe Pepe
Rose Perotti ’52
Peter and Evelyn Puleo
Ralston Purina Company
The Regional Arts Commission
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Reintjes  
 (Carolyn Lewis ’55)
Peggy and Jerry Ritter
Rockwell International Corp.
Roman
Kathy Martini Saier ’69
SBC Foundation
Virginia Senkosky
Shannon O’Tools & Safety
The Joseph Shaughnessy Family
John and Barbara Sheehan
Slay Transportation Co.
Solutia, Inc.
Roger Spiller
Jean Stoner
Suburban Journals of  
 Greater St. Louis
James and Anne Sullivan
U.S. Bancorp Foundation
Lawrence and Patricia  
 Reddan ’58 Van Rhein
Charles F. Vatterott & Co.
John and Joan Bayot ’66 Vatterott
William and Sue Harter ’60 Wachter
Timothy and Jane Fowler ’96 Walsh
Eleanor Waltuch
Claire Saenger Weiler ’59
Judith Willard ’81
Gary and Denese Zack
Michaela M. Zahner, CSJ ’63
Kraig G. Kreikemeier
Richard Lewis, Ph.D.
Joseph Lipic
Johnny Londoff Chevrolet, Inc.
Mari De Villa Retirement Center
Dan McAlone
Rebecca McDermott ’83, MS ’88
Joseph McGlynn, Jr.
Lee McKinney
Missourians for a Better Life
Morgan Keegan & Company, Inc.
Mulligan Printing
Elizabeth Ney, CSJ ’66
Pepsi-Cola
PowersGroup, Inc.
Purviance & Company  
 Marketing Communications
R. J. Neubert & Associates, Inc.
Regions Bank Trust & Investment  
 Group
RubinBrown LLP
S. M. Wilson
John Schless
Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet,  
 St. Louis Province
Spavale Realty LLC
John and Audrey  
 Naumann ’43 Steinfeld
Frank and Ruth O’Neill ’52 Stroble
Suburban Journals of  
 Greater St. Louis
Superior Waterproofing &  
 Restoration Co., Inc.
Ed Tabash
Tri-Tec, Inc.
United Healthcare of the Midwest
Thomas Walter
Webster Mortgage Group LLC
Xerox Corporation
Gifts/Grants made July 1, 2004 - June 30, 2005 * deceasedGifts/Grants made July 1, 2004 - June 30, 2005 * deceased
FONTBONNE UNIVERSITY BOARD OF TRUSTEES
(as of  June 30, 2005)
Daniel J. Ferry Jr., Chair
Mary Catherine O’Gorman, CSJ, Vice Chair
Marie Damien Adams, CSJ
Charles E. Bouchard, OP
Rodney J. Boyd
Bonnie J. Eckelkamp
James E. Frey
John D. Fumagalli
Leo G. Haas
Darryl T. Jones
Karen M. Kennelly, CSJ
Kraig G. Kreikemeier
Jack Huan Chung Liu
John H. Londoff, Jr.
Shawn M. Madigan, CSJ
Joseph B. McGlynn, Jr.
Rose D. McLarney, CSJ
Elizabeth A. Ney, CSJ
Audrey L. Olson, CSJ
Helen V. Ryan, CSJ
FONTBONNE UNIVERSITY COUNCIL OF REGENTS
(as of  June 30, 2005)
James G. Castellano, Chair
James Buford
Anthony J. Caleca
Gerald Cassidy
Michael A. Drone
Nancy M. Garvey
Nancy Georgen
Anthony F. Sansone, Jr.
Ronald P. Shelley
Paula V. Smith
Linda M. Straub, CSJ
Ruth M. Stroble
James M. Sullivan
Marquita T. Wiley
Richard E. Greenberg,  
 General Counsel
Thomas M. Gunn
Edward D. Higgins
Sandra Lehrer
Tracey Marshall
Joseph M. Noelker
Joe Pepe
Ruth Margaret Raupp, CSJ
Judge Eve M. Riley
Peggy Ritter
Ellen A. Friesen Schmidt
Carol Spehr
Timothy T. Walsh
GRADUATING CLASS GIFT
Fontbonne University commends the following graduates for serving 
as pioneers in a new tradition – the Graduating Class Gift Fund. In a 
spirit of philanthropic support for Fontbonne University’s future, each 
has made a four-year pledge of at least $25 per year. We thank these 
graduates and welcome them as partners in our efforts to continue the 
tradition of quality, private education at Fontbonne.
Shana Albright ‘05
Lisa Krupp Altepeter ‘05
Kimberly Bauer ‘05
Katie Benenati ‘05
Jill Bernard ‘05
Elizabeth L. Browning ‘05
Joe Bryant ‘05
Jami Cale ‘05
Emily R. Creamer ‘05
Autumn Dykes ‘05
Elizabeth Feik ‘05
Ginger Gall ‘05
Verenda Alisha Gordon ‘05
Bill Curtis Gossett ‘05
Melissa Heintz
Cyndi Ann Hygrade
Madelyn Jenkins ‘05
Kathleen Juresic ‘05
Katie Lemke ‘05
Erica Marquart ‘05
Tracey McCoy ‘05
Anne Gaddy Monks ‘05
Therie Lee Moore III ‘05
Andrew Mraz ‘05
Kimberly Oughton ‘05
Aaron Owens ‘05
Amanda Patterson ‘05
Peggy Poniewaz ‘05
Tiffany Elizabeth Rehg ‘05
Sheila Rentmeester ‘05
Deanna Schmidt ‘05
Joseph Seeley ‘05
Alexander Tague ‘05
Christina Trojahn ‘05
Kristi Urspruch ‘05
Leslie Venegoni ‘05
Susan Willick ‘05
Brooke Nicole Winkler ‘05
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Sponsored by the Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet.
“A Teache
r Who Ma
de A Diffe
rence”
Tableaux 
is calling 
on all Fon
tbonne al
ums — you
ng 
and old —
 to tell us
 which Fo
ntbonne t
eacher ha
d 
the most 
impact on
 your stud
ies, your a
ttitude, 
your care
er ... your 
life?
Take som
e time to 
reminisce
. Tell us w
hat was s
o special 
about tha
t teacher.
 Share a g
ood story
 with us.
A few gui
delines:
– must be
 200 – 400
 words
– include
 details &
 specific e
xamples
– include
 your nam
e, address
, phone #
 & e-mail
– include
 when yo
u were in
 school
We’ll revie
w the ess
ays and p
rint a  
selected f
ew in the
 next issu
e of Table
aux!
Essays an
d/or ques
tions may
 be subm
itted  
by e-mail 
to mjohns
on@fontb
onne.edu
.  
Or, typed
, double-s
paced ess
ays may b
e sent to: 
  
Fontbonn
e Univers
ity, Attn: M
ark Johns
on,  
6800 Wyd
own Blvd
, St. Louis
, MO 6310
5.
Deadline:
 March 1,
 2006
Explore our history
Fontbonne University and St. Joseph’s Academy invite you  
to join alumni, friends, faculty and staff on a special excursion  
to Lyon and LePuy, France — birth place of the Sisters of  
St. Joseph of Carondelet.
June 14 - 26, 2006
This Heritage Trip celebrates the 170th anniversary  
of the Sisters of St. Joseph arriving in Carondelet,  
Mo. You’ll also have time to explore the culture,  
history and cuisine of Paris and the Italian cities 
of Florence and Rome. The total cost for this 
all-inclusive trip is $4,965 per person. 
For more information, e-mail Sister Barbara  
Dreher, CSJ, Fontbonne chancellor, at  
bdreher@fontbonne.edu, call 314-719-3602  
or go on line at www.fontbonne.edu/heritage.
Please R.S.V.P. by Jan. 31.
